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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

4

BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

Washington, D. C Ph:M.SIE: Expert supervision of rural schools is recognized as an im-portant mean of promoting teaching efficiency and df equalizingeducational opportunity for rural-school children. This report ofthe proceedings of a rural-school supervisory conference, which Icalled in New York City in April, 192S, contains material w4ich, iny judgment, is representative of major supervisory activitiesadapted to facilitate reaching the objectives of a progressive ruraleducation program. I believe this report will be widely serviceableto all rural educational workers and will contribute to the extensionof rural-school supervision, as well as to improvement in supervisorypractices. I recommend its publication as a bulletin of the Bureauof Education.
Respectfully submitted.
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FOREWORD

This bulletin contains a1),5tracts of addressA delivered at a 2-day
(S4)nference of State and county rural-school supervisors of the North-
eastern States. called by the United States Commissioner of Educa-
tion ir New ork City. April 2 and .24, 1928. Abstracts were pre-
parod from manuscripts submitted by the authors.

The conference was the third regional supervisory conference
sponsored by the United States Bureau of Education. Reports of
the preceding conferences, held in 1923 and 19'2.6, were published as
Bulletins, 1926. No. 12. and 1927. No. 24, of the Bureau of Education.

The conference was attended by more than 100 rural education
workeTs, most of whom are engaged in State and local sypervision.
The States represented were Connecticut, Delaware, INIassachusetts,
New Hampshire, NOW Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, and Vermont.

The United States Bureau of Education was represented by the
ommissioner of Education and two members of the staff of the

division of rural education.
The conference was formally opened by the Conunissioner of Edu-

cation, Dr. John J. Tigert. lie explailwd briefly his interest and that
of the Bureau of Education in assisting the extension of rural-school
supervision and in pronioting more efficient supervisory procequres.

The program presented was arranged to considi:r the seven larg.
problems indicated by the 'Roman numerals in the table of contents;
under each of these at least One major paper or address was presented,
followed by free discussion from the floor.

This bulletin is a practically complete record of the conference
proceedings, although the extemporaneous discussion IS necesarilv
omitted. One speaker failed to send his manuscript.
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SOME ESSENTIAL VIEWPOINTS IN SUPER-
VISION OF RURAL SCHOOLS

I. Improvement of Supervisory Techniques

GIP

Characteristics of Efficiency in Teaching
RAI' P. SNYDER

Chief, I?ural Mon Bureau, Neir York State Drpartnwnt of Education

'File topic placed on the program for discussion at this time has
adject ive. Tnerefore the speaker will exercise the privi-

lege of selecting a few outstanding cliaracteristics of efficiency from
litany that might be alosen.

There are somo pleasurable and sbme unmeasurable characteristics
of teaching. There are certain personal characteristics of teachers
some of which we can not even define, much less measure, which
indicate very clearly the teacher's influence. If to these indications
can be added certaip measured result§ the evidence is much more
atisfactory. An old tetacher and friend once remarked, "We teachers

can not knqp for sure that we have been successful until our pupils
are about °:i) years old." He was employing an exaggeration to
emphasize great truththe real te`acher's influence is lasting.

But it istnot necessary to wait a long time to find out some things.
One whp knows even a little about carpentry does not need to see
the completed building in order to form an opinion of the skill of
Che carpenter. He can judge better, certainly, if he has the oppor-
tunity to view the whole structure, but that is not. always possible.
One can tell a whole lot about the efficfency clothe workman by the
manner and ease and aectiracy with which he handdles his tools.

Same characteri4k8 easily diwovered by efficient gupervisar8.
Among the characteristics of efficient teaching is the ability to arouse
and guide the interest and alertness of pupils in school and class
activity. Good teaching is present only when pupils are and appear
to be a moving and vital part of what is going oil. They shoula
not be outside the inclasure or even in the grand stand or on the
bleachers. Their place is on the diamond in the center oractivity.

NO limiting
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SUPERVISION OF RURAL SCHOOLS

Pupil participation in Riff school or classroom is one characteristic
..of efficient teaching.

Allied to this is a characteristi which for want of a better term ,,
may be called " democracy in control and management "; an appar-
ent feeling by both teacher and pupils that it,-;js not the teacher's
school nor the pupils' school, but a school for teacher and pupils.
Such a sAuation is known in part at least by freedom and ease and
lack of restraint in the conduct of affairs, qualities which are hard
to measure but which have a tremendous influence.in stirring latent
interest in further schooling and ip preparing for social living.

To those trained untier the disciplillary Intakes of the past, it
may appear that such management (or mismanagement accorling
to their standards). will lead only ,to diorder 'and will result in
waste of time. The answer is that the efficient teacha will fit this
democracy of control into one general purpose and to one general
objective.

rnp, tactful and skillful umpire does not need to line-many of the
players. 11w more there is evidence of enjoyment in work. the
more boys and girls appear to feel that school turd' recitation are
theirs, the more the teacher directs without seeming to do so, the
stronger is the evidence of leadership. Efficient teachers are *not
commanders. they are leaders of boys and girls. ,

In a 1-room school (A rural New Yort with an enrollment of more
than 30, pupils were observed taking their places in class at the
proper time without 'cu,I1 from the tycher; other pupils were engaged
in preparing the noonday lunch inemberF, of a third group were
attending to the library, binding books; and still others were working
on "room-decoration projects. All these and many other activities,
carried on with no apparent effort on the put o the teacher, did
.not interfere with the teaching of fundamental subj s, as was proved
by the results attained in these.subjects. Every schooi activity under
the skillful management, Of this teacher was directed toward b-oth a
specific and a general purpose in the teaching of children. Under
difficult conditions and with limited facilities she was settling pupils
to high school at or below normal age from. a district where prior to
her period of teaching it had been an exception for a pupil to go to
high school.

A visit to this school w s an inspiration. One could not help
carrying away *with him a new enthusiasm for his work. This
teacher at work with her pupils was a splenlid demonstration of the
fact that the finest leadership does` not always require .physical
presence in the front ranks.

The, ability to démonstrate by evidence ascertained by scientific
methods that a teacher has definite aims and objectives and that she

, is attaining results is a thint characteristic of efficient teaching. A
good Wher/rts»rds tems and measurements as a means, an arrow

2
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IMPROVEMENT OF SUPERVISORY TECHNIQUES 3

pointing the way and not as an end in itself. The results may indi-
cate the need of change in methoc To advise change in methods
without determining the effectiveness of those in 'use is not good
::upervision. McCall states the principle clearly, The worth of the
methods and materials of instruction is unknown until their effect
is measured." Also, " Measurement of achi4ement should precede
supervision of teaching method." The teachen is indeed primarily
a teacher of children, but it is doubtful. if one can teach children
well unless he teaches subject well.

The desirable situations and outcomes referred to will not come
by chance. They will not just har;pen. The teacher in large measure
will be their cause.

Per.s.onal trait8 cohstituting desirable characterbdics.Som:h of the
peronal qualities necessary to good teaching deserve mention. Are
tlice, ne(yssary qualities natural or are they acquiftd? We shall
:t void discussion with the psychologist and the sociologist and answer
the latter q estion arbitrarily by saying that they are both.

Of first i portance is self:control, command of one's self. This
is the kind of control which enables a teacher to control pupils
without -compulsion or suppression. Pupils will not 'Participate
effectively and constructively in school management Hor will they
control themselves unless the teacher can control herself.

Self-controtwakans control of temper, avoidance of hasty words,
self-restraint when tempted, self-restraint under provocation, and

4 : h e ability to rule one's ONVI1 spirit. Self-contrarinyludes control of
the voice. Some of us seemingly are unsable to listen to ourselves.
If we could learn to do this perhaps We sinuld better understand
the apparent uneasiness of others when in our presence. The voice
probably has greater influence on the classroom than any other one
thing connected with the teacher's per14onality. Unassumed dignity
is an inification of self-control. Some rwople migtake a sort of

.supericirity romplex for dignity. An aloof " high.hat " attitude is
not cenduciN.-e to good réisults in school or ciassroomi A. quiet reserve
which does not cause the teacher to appear to lock down upon her
'pupils from the intellectual heights whereon she dwells, a kind of
Jignity that is the accompaniment of stutdy character, a human kind
of thibg that commands respect because of real worth

I
is the sort

needed by the teacher.
A second desirable trait of a teacher is eritbusiasmenthusiasm for

her work, itnthusiasm forTer pupils, enthusiasm for her school, but
always enthusiasm that is pnder control and a result of genuine
interest. 0

There are other foundation\traits on which any superstructure of
itt professional pinaration must rest. The ecient teacher must be

&McCall : How to Measure In EduclitIon, pp. 11-12.
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4 SUPERVISION OF RURAL SCHOOLS

sincere, sympathetic, and she must have an abundance of tact. .And
how tea.chers need to have good plain common sense, an ability to
use sense in common things. The teacher who taught pupils on
Long Island 11C)w to draw a map of a village in the western part of
the State where she had gone to school did not possess common sense.
It is a quality easily discernible, Efficient teaching does not result
where it is absent.

Good teaching by one who does not occasionally display a sen-e
of humor is ahnost an impossibility. Give, me a teacher who can
have a good laugh with her pupils once in a while. give me
One that is neat and tidy both in Person and in her schoolhouse. Good
housekeeping is an evidence of good teaching. Added to these and
a corollary of them are characteristics ea ilv discerned. such a-
originalify and init iative.

These traits Or a sufficient number of them to proilt efficient
teaching of children \till not be present unless they have sound char-
acter as their support. Character or the lack of it can not be con-
cealed for any great length of time. It is education's ult.imate aim
amj thi:- can not be fully realized unless the teachtlr who points the
way pose::se it in abundance.

Characteri8tieN rets-altiny from prok8sional pee/ a ¡it! ¡(/ì.---\\C onw
now to tlw characteristics which constitute the superstructure. The
most beautiful building may be toppled over by the first gale that
strikes it unless it rests on a strong foundation extending deep into
the earth. It is not a building, however, if it has only the foundation.
If it is to be used at all there must be both that which is largely

becaue it is deep underneath and that which rises above
the ground where it is clearly discernible. The whole can not exist
without all the parts. A teacher who Possesses all the desirable
characteristics mmtioned above should add to them characteristics
which can be acquired only by special training. Among these are:
Sound scholarship, ability to question skillfully and to adjust teach-
ing to individual needs, and ability to present subject matter so as
to attract and hold the attention of pupils.

I deire to mention one more significant characteristic. The teacher
who keeps abreast of the times not, only professionally bu.t, in current
events, the teacher who can talk shop but whoAcan talk other things,
too, isti one that supervisors want, because she is one that boys and
girls want.

onclusion. InCher a word, the teacher who shows that she can get
'her pupils to work with her, who can gain and keep their interest.
developing in them democratic and studious habits, which result in
gradual progress toward knowledge and good social living, who is
a real human being Nirmmendable personal traits, well trained
for her work, disp4ys several characteristics of efficient teaching.

-
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IMPROVEMENT OF SUPERVISORY TECHNIQUES 5

What Has the Supervisot to Offer Superior,
Experienced Teachers?

CynE fl MooRE.
r6roicl! 1'0 rerxity, Ithaca. .V. }..

4t seems possIbre, even probable, that not a few teachers andsupervisors dispose of this topic by answering Nothing."And \\IN- not ? Is it not conunon educational practice to use theterm superior for t he highest category in which teachers are placed
\V hen ranked according to their value as teachers? In other words,tilt) superior teacher is the "top-notch" teacher. Furthermore. inthis particular instance, this superior teacher is not only superior inpotentialities but is "experienced" as well. She is not merely agifted novice of exceptional promise but a superior professional prac-titioner who has arrived, who has achieved, and whose achievementshave been recognized. It i assumed that she possesses the training

rs--ential to her task regardkss of-the source of this training. andhaving attained this distinction she is no lonirper obligated to meetminimum or average standards as set up by teacIler-trainino. institu-.tions or school systems. She has surpaed all these and is 1)e1'f0141.1-.ing her professional labors 011 a superior or higher plane.But superior as used here is a relative term. It is applied to aclass in which a certain degree of variability is unescapable. In11ort, the upper limit is neither fixed nor known. The lower limit,on the other hand, is given such definition as is possible with ourpresent. knowledge of the nature of teaching and may he said to befixed. The difficulties of such definition need not be discussed here,since the classification is frankly assumed.
Since this classification is without ti.pper limit it is obvious that noteacher can be so Apperiorin spite of rich and varied experiencebut that her professional qualifications may be enhanced and herhigh nking made even higher. Or to put the principle in asimphb form-4W teaching is so good but that it may be made better.The leaminr,r-teac/ang proce88.Supervision is primarily con-cernel with the learning-teaching process.in n school situation. In-deed the supervisory fimetion is so vitally a part of the learning-teaching pocess that for the sake of indicating the integral rela-tionships it. seems quite in place to speak of the leariting-teaching-supervisory Komss.

Just as supervision hAs not until recently become an essential edu-cational function, just so at an earlier stage of educational development, professional teaching was not an essential in the educative

,n.otild
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SUPERVISION OF RURAL SCHOOLS

process. But professional teaching and supervision are now ac-
cepted as essential. Furthermore, the most gifted.. learners tend
to seek the assistance of professional teachers. Even the mature
scholar of rare achievement crosses continents and seas for the sake
of sitting at the feet of a great teacher. Consider any list of emi-
nent menfor example, the winners of the Nobel prizes (awarded
in the fields of physics, chemistry medicine, literature, and peace)
and note the influence of teachers who have played their parts in
the development of these intellectual giants. Such gifted men and
women are deeply indebted to the institutions of learning and the
teachers who have directed their learning and research. Following
the same line of argument in the lnrning-teaching-supervisory
process, with special consideration for the teacher, it seems quite
as obvious that the most gifted teacher is indebted to the supervisor.
In short, the cooperative efforts of superior expexienced teachers
and able supervisors can lead only in one directionthat of improv-
ing the,educative process. Evidence indicating that they do so
léad follows :

Opinions of superhitendents.During January and February of
the present year the writer participated in the regional conferences
of the district superintendents of the State of New York, at which
the central theme for discussion was that of supervision. At these
conferences each superintendent was invited to indicate in a para-
graph what the supervisorhas to offer a superior experienced tearbe
and also t9 name two suPerior experienced teachers to whom the
question now under discussion might be addressed. All superin-
tendents making reply indicated their belief that the supervisor had
something to offer the superior experienced teacher, and, in most
cases either by direct statement or implication acknowledgment was
made of the superintendent's indebtedness to these teachers. The
composite district superintendent of New York, when asked, What
has the supervisor to offer superior experienced teachers? replied
as below. (The items are listed here in a rough descending order
of frequency.)

1. Encourage, express approval, compliment, commend, inspire.
2. Utilize superior experienced teachers in teachers' conferencea in demon-

strations, in the consideration of problems of metholad, school and class manage-
ment, and the tike. (This is found to be mutually beneficial to both superior
experienevd teachers and to those of lesser abilities.) 4

3. Report to superior tenchjrs important new experiments; call attention to
recent Sndings and reports.

4. Suggest new books, recent articles, new materials, and fiew uses of equip-
ment or materials.

5. Suggest new methods and devices.
6. Advise and assist in securing opportunities for professional growth.
7. Give them definite problems to try out 'and report upon.



IMPROIEMENT OF SUPERVISORY TECHNIQUES 7
8. Use their exceptional cooperative powers for the good of the entire districtand the community.
9. Obtain their assistance in the selection. adnimistration. and interpretationof standardized tests.
10. Get them better positions. Superior teachers should realize no limits.11. Encourage superior experienced teachers to rate the supervisor, as aupervisor, that he may become more efficient.
12. Suggest more professional training. interest them in extension courses,keep them in touch with scientific advancement.
13. Show confidence in their work, secure bettcr working conditions, givethem special recognition.
14. Use influence to get such teachers to serve as officers in teachers' organi-zations.
15. Invite them to assist in curriculum revision.
The following paragraphs from superintendents letters are illus-

trative:
It seems to me that one of the things a superintenaent might do for histiperior experienced teacher would be to point the way to better professional

training in order that she might eventually qualify for a supervisory position.
One might use the superior teacher as a demonstrating model teacher for hisless well-qualified teachers. This would be of value to both groups of teachers.The superintendent might bring to the services of his superior experiencedteachers the advice of the State supervisor; he might direct her attention tothe best professional hooks; give her responsible positions among his .teacherson his conference programs; and niimeoizraph her plans and furnish them asmodels to his other teachers. She would thus be put On her plane of bestperformance when she knew her work was being used as a model for otherteachers to follow.

11y experieneed superior teachers work me harder than the others, andI think my visits to their schools are less in danger of becoming perfunctorythan they are at the schools of more indifferent teachers. Such teachersgenerally have definite policies in their minds which they wish to discusscarefully and about which they wish advice. Very often this means lookingup further materials for them and my being able to study further their diffi-culties, and eventually, I hope, showing them how to study them out forthemselves in the books and articles I have been able to find for them. Then,too, I use my superior teachers to try out experiments which I hope to be ableto suggest largely in the whole territory later. The teachers know why they arevxperimenting and are on their mettle,. I h::vc also sent teachers over to visittheir schools, always letting them know Phew!, and asking them to plan care-fully and discuss thoroughly what they have done with the4 visitors if they sodesire. These same teachers demonstrate frequently at conferences, and serveon committees which take the lead in planning work for the district as a whole.I have not been able to give them as much extra definite attention as I shotIldlike, but I do try to have them feel that they ure the advance guard and setthem some definite goal toward which they may advance.
This looks more 41/4 if the superior teacher were confributing to me ratherthan I to her. I hope it is not quite so bad as it looks, though I do not denymy dependence upon her. I try to see that she may grow and learn throughher service rather than merely be of service. I may not succeed always,however.
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10 SUPERVISION OF RURAL SCHOOLS

question under discussion in the light of their professional experi-
ence.

There seems to bbut one conclusion, viz, that the superior experi-
enced teache'r is better equipped to profit by supervision than are
those teachers of lower rating. anci that she in turn challenges the
supervisor to render the highest possible supervisory service. These
findings corroborate the theory that supervision is not a makeshift
assistance for weaklings who are failing, or for the condoning of
professional mediocrity. but a high professional service of greatest
value to those of highest professional achievement.

.m...

What Has the Supervisor to Offer Beginning Teachers
Without Professional Preparation and with Such
Preparation?

It. L. WEsT
q4ititant Commio8io7lvr of Education, Trenton,

In the consideration of this subject it may be well to start re-
freshing our minds as to the chief purpose supervision.4i4r, What is
a supervisor for? A reading of recent pro esRional literature on
supervision and visitation to schools that are effectively supervised
ought to demonstrate that the fundamental purpose of supervision
is to improve instruction which is given to children -in a classroom..
This may seem to be a rather trite statement because in the final
analysis this is the purpose of all educational activity. What. we call
4' admibistr9tion" in a school system. or even " business manage-
.ment," should have as ik ultimme Objective the improvement of
instruction. Some aspects of school operation. however, are more
remote from this end than others.

By supervision, we usually think of the various techniques which
a supeYvisor uses with a teacher and with pupils to brill °. about im-
mediate improvement in the learning process. It should be evident.
therefore, that the supervisor's task is somewhat different from the
teacher's taFic. The teacher must know the subject matter which
she is to pre.sent, inu4 understand child nature, must have definite
objectives of education, and must be able to promote those ex-
periences in the classroom whihi will bring about the ends which
she desires. The supervisor must know al! of these things but must
realize that in the main her tasic is to assist the teacher to carry out
the program and not to act as a first-hand agent with the pupils.

06,



IMPROVEMENT OF SUPERVISORY TECHNIQUES 11

To be successful, therefore, a supervisor must go somewhat further
than the teacher. She must, of course, be thoroughly grounded in
the philosophy of education. She must know modern society and
its changes, and the demands which these changes make on the school
curriculum. She must understánd child psychology and its relation
to proper methods of teaching. She must be thoroughly familiar
with scientific studies of education which have done so much to
change the specific methods of presentation in individual subjects.
She must be able to fit her plans to the possibilities of the particular
region in which she works.

Beyond all this. however, it is nece ary for the supervisor to
analyze the teachers who are working with ner and to try to under-
stand what theso teachers need and how they can be helped. She
must realize. that it wilt be impossible for her to treat all teachers
alike, and that the kind of work which these people can do depends
largely upon their previous education. social background, and ex-
perience. The supervisor must therefore consider the possibilities of
lwr work in the light of the training and experience of the people
Nv i t h whom she must work.

It is obvious that the supervisor's task with a beginning teacher
who has had very little professional training will be quite different
trom her task with one who has had what. we now term to be adequate
profesional preparation. I presilme that by adequate professional
preparation we mean at least graduation from a high school and
graduation from a 2-year notmal-school course. It may be that the
time will come when this amount of normal-school training will not
be considered adequate, but under present standards in this country
it represents a fair average of professional training for elementary
schools. At tile present time we are well aware that this standard is
not being reached by many rural school-teachers of the country.

Conditions (p? to t Cache? preparation in New Jersey.The State of
New Jersey has had, up to the present time, a system of allowing
teachers to enter their first year of service upon the completion
of the equivalent of a 6-weeks' summer-school course following high-
school graduation. Certain requirements have made it necessary for
the teacher to continue summer-school work year after year until the
permanent certificate is attained at the end of six summers of work.
You' may be interested to know that we have praaically reached the
end of this method, as the State board of examiners has voted that
beginning with July 1, 1928, no teacher will be given even a tempo-
rary license unless she has completed a year of normal-school work.
It is the intention of the State to continue to add to this qualification

I so that at the end of two years a 2-year normal-school course will be
requirea4---of every entrant into tile profession.

9
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During the last fi've otA six years the number of beginning teachers
who have entered from a summer school has been gradually decreas-
ing. Four or five years ago there were about MO such people coming
into our schools every year. Last September there were fewer than
100. It is evident, therefore, thai the rural. supervisors. or helping
teachers as they are called in NeW Jersey. now face considerable
difference in the training of teachers who begin under their super-
vision. In the past. practically all of these beginners have been in
schools under the supervision of helping teachers. It has been re-
markable to see the improvement which these girls have made in two
or three years and to know what the helping teachers have been able
to do to) inculcate in them the latest methook of teaching. In fact .

this has been so prominent that we have often said that the helping-
_teacher system in New Jersey is. in effect. a traveling normal school.
giving a training during the first four or five years of a young teachr

ervice wifich is quite comparable to tile training which would
be received by those attending a normal school.

Nuperrision of the work of untrained teachers.--There are certain
features in the work of the New Jersey helping teacher.. which may
help to indicate the kind of help which a supervisor should give to
begiming teachers who have had practically no professional prepa-
ration. In the first place, One of the outstanding features has been
tpe emphasis which has been placed upon demonstration. It has
been felt that one of the methods which I improvement
of teaching as rapidly as anything is dint of giving the beginner :in
opportunity to observe effective teaching.

We probably fail to realize how- isolated our teadiers are when
they enter upon the actual clas!-IrocA work. They are much more
isolated tharl beginners in many other Tines of work. ak. young law-
yer. for example. can attend court and listen to other lawyers present
their cases. A young doctor has an oppirtunity to watch operations
at a hospital or to-discuss Cases with his brother practitioner. An
apprentice in a field which requires skilled labor L$ constantly thrown
with wore skilled workers, so that he can learn by watch..ng and by
imitating them. This situation does not applyito the young teacher.
As soon as she steps into the classroom she is confined for the entire
day so that it is impossible for her, especially when teaching in a
rural school, to have any Opportunity to watch ()tiler people practice
the profession in which she is engaged. The result is that most young
teachers attempt to teach as they were taught and inasmuch as their
most recent memory is the type of teaching which they received in
high school, they are apt to follow the methods which they reinember.
however inadequate these may be for meeting the needs of a rural

er's
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IM MOVEMENT OF SUPERVISORY TECHNIQUES 13

It is necessary, therefore, for the supervisor to demonstrate
to this beginner proper methods of instruction and to give her an
opportunity to -watch other teachers who have become skilled in their
profession.

It is essential that the supervisor build up at once a feelinir of coin-
radeship so tint th( beginner knows' that the sui)er visor exist%, to
help her grow tsitd not to condemn her. Or to inspect her for a formal
rat i ng.

Not long ago, I ran leros- a statement, translated from the Italian
author, Benedetto Croce. which represents. I believe. the, attitude

slipPrV17-01)-. niu.4 inculcate in young 'teachers. It runs as
f()How.

knoNs- ;Ind tit hayok liNt the tiovor lif !corning. to be edt1cated ¡ind to heinnibk to improve ono. rdtiontion. to bring owl's tire to a qatulgtill. andthe ritztt name thk j.. not life. hut Itoatli.

The e:-:!.:entia 1 attitude. therefore. for a young teacher to get
is that the supervisor is a source of help and a. person who will guideher over t he difficulties of teaching which she is bound to find. If she

4can get this att itude At the :tart. she will bring her problems to the
supervisor and not ztt tempt to conceal them in order to bide her ownwe9 knees.

It is obvious, of course, that there are a great many details of school
management on which the beginning teacher with no professionaltraining needs help. For example, she needs much help in the or-
!ran ization of her daily schedule and in the arrangement of her classwork !-o t hat .she will (rive proper attention to individuals and under-
Aand the importance Of assigning worth-while work for the pupils
to do when not in direct contact with the teacher. Such work, for
example, as Hoffmap. of Illinois, has done in setting up a detailed
program for the rural teacher is very necessary for this beginners,
She needs help in making assignments to pupils and in determining
reasonable standards which pupils should reach. She has a right to
expect her »tipervisor, to' understand the things which she doesn't
know and to he willing to teach her these things patiently, providedshe is wilting to learn. If supervisors can handle such situations,
beginners will not think of them as people who are expecting young
teachers to do t he impossible or to ma& in a few weeks an efficiencywittch it has taken other teachers years to acciuire.

Supervision of the work of inexperienced prepared teachers.The
,i11)ervisor should. however. take a different attitude with a beginning
teacher who comes to her with proper pr9fessional preparation. This
teacher should know many of the details of school management. Her
not makchool education should have given her a reasonable know!.
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14 SUPERVISION OF RURAL SCHOOLS

edge of the subject matter which she is to present and her observation
and practice teaching should have.made her conscious of some of the
desirable practices of school management and organization. Conse-
quently, it ought to be possible for the supervisor to start on &higher
plane.

There are some *people, possibly teachers along these, who feel
that a supervisor is unnecessary for those teachers who enter their
work with the proper professional preparation. Until we secure a
standard definitibn of such preparation which is far higher than any
which we now have, trlis argument will hardly hold water. The
supervisor should understand, however, that she is n.ot fulfilling her
duty when she allows a prepared teacher to become satisfied with
mediocre Performance or with the technique which might be consid-
ered good for a person without professional preparation.. The super-
visor should make this beginner feel that she is starting on a high
plane and that it is possible for her to constantly study her job and
improve technique as she progresses.

There are too many normal-schoól graduates who feel that be-
cause they have be,en graduated frpm a normal school, their prepa-
ration is complete, and that they kian now apply it tv the classroom
situations Teaching will never become that, kind of a job. It is
not. the task of the normal school to teach certain sratic rules of pro-
cedure and then turn a girl out to practice this procedure on innocatt
and unsuspecting children. As Bode says in his Modern Educational
Theories:

The difference between a democratic lind ah dristocratic society is that a
democratic society undorstands that Chonstent change is necessary in all limp;
of activity, Uhereas an aristocrWie soeieFy is satisfied with the status quo. ell

. Just as the supervisor -must make the beginner without profes-
sional Preparation realize the necessity of growth, so she must make
the beginner with preparation realize the same necessity, except that
the latter is starting on a higher lev,e1.

The supervisor should offer the beginner with professional prepa-
ration an opportunity to cooperate with others in her vicinity in a
siudy and adaptation of the curriculum to the schools in that neigh-
borhood. I do not nwan that such a beginner should be expected to
do elaborate research work or even to make extensive contributions
to curriculum modification. She may very well, however, be a mem-
ber of a committee ip her region which is either doing solh4 original

work in constructing courses df study or attempting to adapt the
State course of study to the immediate environment. The super-)...
visor should expect this beginner 1.9 continue her reading and her
studying along the liKs of the scientific study of education so that

"
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IMPROVEMENT OF SUPERVISORY TECHNIQUES 15
she may make applifetion to her classroom technique of the prin-
ciples of method in reading, spelling, arithmetic, and other subjects
which are the result of laboratory experiments.- She might even
encourage such a teacher to experiment with neA types of method,
although it may be necessary lo delay this until the beginner has
found herself. I have, in mind an experiment which is now being
conducted in a rural school in one of the counties of New Jersey in
the application of some principles of the Dalton' plan for geography
and history in the upper grades.

This
buitions

beginning teacher should also be expected sto make contri-
at such a place as a county institute, or. possibly be able to

demonstrate within a short time. certain principles of method for
the observation of teachers who have had no professional prepara-
tion. In all of these thingsthe supervisor IA114 be so well informed

.and so skilled that she can meet the growing iieeds of this kind of
a beginner and stimulate her to further advancement. There are
undoubtedly. times when it. is well to say to a teacher that a particu-
lar p.iece of work has been done better than the superVisor herself
might be able to do it. There are many other times, however, whenthe supervisor should take the attitude that whereas a piece of workmight be satisfactory for a beginner without preparation, it isinworthy of a beginner who has had adequate preparation andwho the ambition to go On to do artistic tflailii_ws

Nliat I have said, therefore, amounts really to the necessity of
havintr supervisors who can analyze the needs of 'variously trained
beginntIrs who come under their supervision. There are certain
Principles of teaching which mils apply to alLbeginning teachers.but there are many others which must vary according to the prepara-tion of tlw beginner. The supervisor must. iherefore, attempt. torecall her own beginning days in teaching and give squab sympathetic
l'elpilto the begimiee without preparation as will enoourage this be-
ginner to study and to observe, to imitate. and to be unafraid ofcriticism. She must, at the same time, be progressive enough in herown thinking and readink to be able to stimulate and to encouragethe beginner with preparation to feel that, although she iS startingher work on a higher plane than is one ,with no prepfaration, shehas not reached the limit., but has only beg'un to tap the possibilitiesof efficiency in her teaching.

4.
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IMI'ROVEMENT OF SUPERVISORY TECHNIQUES 17

miss high-school entrance examinations and a distribution of eighth-,

grade pupils," "Standards for passing pupils in 1926-27," "Cri-
teria considered in passing a " Frequency distribution of
the number of items considered in passing pupils." " The reexamiria-
lion of applicants who failed."

From the data in the five tables Doctor Rohrbach Made the fol-
lowing observations: (1) Sixty-three and five-tenths per cent of the
pupils enrolled in the eighth gradjes of 60 kNoThuties complete t he
work of the eleutent4rv schools: *(2) 2'2.9 per cent of the pupils
thrmighout the State% who attempt to meet our standards for high-

.entrance failalmost 01,00 wore rejected last. year: (3) no
lwo counties have the same procedure in testing pupils for high-
school entrim'e; (4) differences found in standards, indicated in this
report, are Open to question when all schools follow the same elemen-
tary school syllabus prepared by the department. of public instruc-
tion ; (5) t he. criteria employed in passing or failing pupils need
to be placed on a more objective basis. some counties we'objective
techniques but later treat them subjectively: (() 30 per cent of the
counties reexamine pupils .who (7) three counties give per'. .

mission to some Ing pup s to et high school on pro anon;N one county exam' es 4ÌonresidYft. pib n the various districts
and allows others O go to high sdhool on their eighth-grade record:
(9) in one cow a preliminary examination is given and pupils who
pass this eligible tot tAke entrance examinations at the high
0110(4 t by will atten(1.

I) tor Robrbach reported his findings before the joint meerting
the county superintendents' dipartment and the rpral-school

departnwnt of the Pennsylvania State Education Association on
December 29, 1927. He recommended the11, adoption of a uniform
standard for passing for the State because all counties follow the
same elementary syllabus Prepared by the department of publif
instruction. He also recommended the appointment' of a committee
to consider the findings and make recommendations for the consider-
ation of the department at its meeting in 11)28. A committee was
appointed and is now working on the problem.

Eiyhth-yrade promotion standards throughout th4) United Stato.
An article in the January. 1928, number of tie Journal of Ildga-
tional Research contains additional information concerning eighth-
grade promotion standards. Beatrice McLeod. of the Wywning
State Departnwnt of Education. and Helen Irving..,superintendent
of Carbon County, Wyo., report the result of a questionnaire sent
to all the chief State educational pfficers of the variousuStates. Two
of the questions asked and the nature of the replies received follow.
,' 1. Are uniform State examinations given in rural kichools for

/ promotion to high school from the eighth grade? Replies received

V.

pupil,"

:-:choot

.21M - - -

fail:
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from -16 States stated that in 23 States pupils are promoted to high
school as a result g0 uniform State examinations. No replies were
received from Mississippi and Virginia.

2. Is the e:1-;ay type of examination or some newer type objective
form used? Replies received from 15 States were to the effect that
d)bjective examinations are .used in part. Delaware and Wyoming
reported the u.-,e of objective examinations only as a basis for pro-
motion to highschool.

Predietire value of exambiation.que.stion.s..The value of detexinin-
. ing experimentally the objective value of traditional type examina-

tions as against that of objective type,s Nyill at once occur. .An

account of an attempt t so determine
Some time after the analysis of the 19.24 entrance examination

questions used in 60 Pennsylvania counties (previously discus.ed in
this paper) the cooperation of 7 county superintendents was .ecured
in an effort along- this line. Yarious objective tests were used in the
7 counties: In county A.. prognostic tests; in county B. Illinois exami-
nation: in countie D, Otis intermediate, mental ability; in
county E, Otis higher examination, nwntal ability; in county F.
Terman intelligence; and in county G. Otis classification.

At the end of the tirA semester in high school the !rrades (teaclwr
marks) of the pupils who were admitted to high school in the seven
counties were studied. A. comparison of the two types of entrance
scores with each other and with high-school success as determined
by teachers' grades at the end of the first semester Alowed the folloy-
ing results: (1) There was no high correlation between writtA ex-
amination entrance averages and objective test entrance scores; (2)
in four of the seven counties correlations between written entrance
examinations and high-school success were greater than correlation,s
between objective. entrance tests and high-school success, though the
differences were not significant; (3) in two of the seven counties
objective entrance tests correlated higher with high-school succes,
again, ponsignificant. differences; (4) the highest correlation found
in the study was that made in one county between teachers' grades
and high-school success; (5) the range of wrrelations between writ-
ten examination and high-school succes was from 0.37 to 0.65, the
average being 0.52; (6) the range of correlations between objective
lests and high-school success was from 0.26 to 0.65, the average
being 0.54.

The findings of this study seem to justify the following conclusions :

Traditional written examinations for high-school entrance require a
tremendous amount of labor and much time, and since they predict
success in high school no better than objective tests they should be
discarded in favor of objective tests.

follows.

C and
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. Trends in educational praetice.--Trends in practice indicated by
the studies comzidered above and other simirar ones may be thus
summarized: (1) tendency in the United States seems to be
toward the adoption of uniform standards of high-school admission
in the various States; (2) improved written examinations, objective
in type, standard intelligence tests, and batteries of achievement tests
are rapidly taking the place of the traditional essay type of examina-
tion (3) gupervisory officials are inclined to postpone ffnal decision
as to the technic of testing to be used until experiments definitely
indicate the types which have highest predictive value.

The effect of promotion standards on supervisors and teacher.ss
I shall close with three personal observations as to the manner in
which improved eighth-grade promotion standards have reacted on
.11pervisory and teaching practices. (1) The effect of the use of cer-
tain standard tests in arithmetic has been to interest teachers and
supervisors in economical ways of obtaining speed and accuracy in
fundamentals. (2) Teachers, knowing that there is no oral reading
test which pupils will be required to pass, emphasize the teaching of
silent reading. (3) As the pupils will not be required to write on the
traditional 10 questions in physiology teachers are relieved from
coveiing many topics formerly included and have time to develop
the health objecjives outlined for the eighth gradethat is, personal-
health habits. first-aid demonstrations, sanitation, and the like.
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II. The Effect of Larger Rural Schools on the
Solution of Supervisory Problems

Adaptation of Supervision to the Needs of Teachers of
Primary Grade,.

MABEL C. SMITH
Pr imary Supervisor, Connect it t t

I believe that the two schools I have chosen to talk about illustrate
most of the difficulties which are encountered by the rural child,
teacher, and supervisor. They Are both I-room schools; one has all
rades and 20 pupils, the other lias the first two grades anti 30 pupils.
The teacher in the first One is fiassiiiprmal-school graduate, the Other is
not. Upon niv first. visits I realized that. those teachers were both
made of fine ¡caching caliber and that they' would be the able co-
operators they have proveu to be.

Changes needed ill the two sehoolg.The teachers themselves were
very human; but both they and their pupils felt thenm-elves 'on sym-
pathetic but. different planes. I was struck hy the teacher activity
and planning, and realized that before the teachers could do well
the type of work they had the ability to accomplish there must be an
increasea flexibility in the physical features of the rooms, more and
vAied supplies easily accessible to teacher 'and pupils, and a more
tolerant and sane attitude toward the demands of a daily time
schedule.

In the first school there were 30 seats for the 20 children. With
the help of the older boys extra seats were put lip into the loft.
When so many seats had been removed there was space for small
chairs which were made from orange crates. To-day there are some
small commercial chairs there, also a mind table, a clipboard for
lunches, shelves for wash basins, a library table, and a large supply
cupboard which runs from the chimney place to the corner and is as
high as the window sill. An entertainment. reaped enough money to
buy a white sink which is to be installed during the summer. Out-
of-doors there has been built a large table under the trees where
pupils eat their lunches Nvhen weather permits. A large swing.

20
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window boxes, a work table which can be pulled to the ceilink, of the
woodshed when not in use, trellises around the outhouses, and a
cinder driveway are other desirable features recently acquired.
When I was there last, week there were very definite plans for flower
beds.

1
.

Simi ir changes have taken place in the second school. Other
change may (Abair. During the past month the State art director
conferred with us concerning ways and means of beautifying the
rooms and grounds. If the proposed repair list. goes through with
the sanction of the Ward, he will return in September to plan the
decoration of the rooms.

With the gradual acquirement of more freedom in space and of
more materials, there were opportunities for the supervisor to point
the way toward breaking down rigid subject-matter lines and the
almost fixed adherence to a finely set-up daily schedule of 10 and
1 5 minute classes.

I asked these teachers, with a number of others. to try a block
program without definite periods specified .for each group or grade.he teacher experimenting was asked to check the time spent with
each gisoup. The teachers agreed to try the plan, to keep track of
what they thought. were the advantages and disadvantages. and togive their ()pillions in trachers meetins and supervisory conferences.Both of these teachers and most of the, other teachers tire now fol-
Wwing a block program in their schools. All of them are ac-
quainted with what. the group feels are the strong points and thedangers of their adopted daily schedules. Some have progressed
to a new program planned daily with the children to meet. the needsof that particular day.

Types of supervisory asHivtance requested or developed.The big-gest cry for help was in the field of " seat work" or " out-of-class
activities." It was most difficult to get the teachers to believe the
children could initiate and execute a piece of work by themselves .and also to get them to he satisfied with the child's product..

In our teacher meetings we have laid greatest stress on out-of-
class activities. There are often heated arguments because not all
agree ;Ton what, is worth-while work nor upon when to make planswith the,children. I believe. all of the teachers would agree thatthe out-of-class work must be' planned and organized with minute
care. This is the hardest. of tasks for the 1-roóm school-teacherwho has so many grades and groups with such diversified interests.It was not easy to convince the teachers that they were not wasting
time when they were " just talking things over " with their groups.I find that the generally used Jupervisory agencies, including
teachers' meetings, demoristrattrn' class exercises visiting days. and

.4
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informal diagnostic tests yield valuable results. We have used ako
with especially good results an exhibit. of work collected from our
schools and posted at the State normal school. There we had an
all-day session of the teachers. The program consisted of observa-
tion and evaluation of the materials exhibited and of a question box
relating to them.

Certaiin achievements in the school of two grades.In the first
and second grade room each day the pupils summarize what each one
has accomplished and evaluate the achievement. They are such
harsh judges of one another that the teacher is forced to act as
a protector. They are learning to be more and more tolerant and
considerate, however. If a child has really worked. he is Lure to
find a champion in his group: if he has not made good use of his
time he knows he will not find favor.

The newspaper and bulletin board offer opportunities. I have
seen such statements as these, " You may w.ork on your puppet show
to-day." " I hope some one will finish the poem book to-day," Walter
may choose some one to help him put his movie in order," and " Yon

may draw your poem pictures to-day."
School starts in that room when the bus arrives. Each child has

something he has left from the day before. A: soon as the teacher
is ready she calls individual pupil by name or taps them on the
shoulder. They come to class without disturbing the others. Her
groups seldom vceed six in number. Often she works with an
individual child. The play .perio& of the morning and afternoon
are planned by the children and teacher. and supervised by the latter.
The last part of the afternoon is devoted to industrial arts.

Certain achievements in the Nchool of ,q)ri.n grades.In the other
school there are 2 pupils in the first grade. 1, in the second (Trade.
3 in the third grade. a floater between third and fourth. 3 fourth
graders. 2 fifth graders, 2 Fixth. and 2 seventh graders. The four
oldest are boys. Many of this group come from homes where they
learn little about cleanliness. Some of the older boys have come
with their hair to their shoulders. The teacher has won the confidence
of the parents and of the children. so that the children are clean
when they enter the schoolroom. There is always a kettle of warm
water and Rlenty of soap. In her little Ford the teacher has taken
all of the bays to a neighboring town. persuaded the barber that 25
cents is enough, and has collected the money from the parents.

The teacher serves a varied hot lunch. and has influenced the
lunches brought from home until each child evaluates his own. She
has helped the boys to make a cLude easel for primary children. The
primary children have library books furnished by the State and a
near-by town library. They have easy access to a priiiting press. art

o
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materials. old magazines. and other primary supplies. There are a
number of cake pans which they can use for individual sand trays.
and also a large table for sand-table displays.

A small child often goes to an older child for aid in the activity
which he is engaged upon. Sometimes it is to recite a poem just
learrA, sometimes to explain an illustration which needs an audi&Rue.
The teacher watches to see that there is not too much interference
with the older child's work.

The bulletin news board belongs to the primary grades and indi-
cates the daily plan of work. Seek, and third graders delight in
read ing it again and again to first graders. For a long period a
third-grade. boy was the official interpreter appointed by the teacher.
because he had so little interest and ability in reading.

The unc 1ìoti is.a .most interes time. The hot (liSli is pre-
pared by the tea ler with the help of an older girl. There is a well-
organized wasl g of hands and unpacking of lunches brought frOm
home. Then le children take turns in serving the hot dish. After
grace is said there is a wholesome conversation carried on by the
groui?, with the teacher sometimes a participator and sometimes a
listener. Many of their work plans are initiated at lunch time. After
20 minutes all who have finished may be excused to play or to per-
form the duty delegmed to them in cleaning up after lunch. Even
the first-grade pupils have duties which they are proud tcf choose
and to execute.

Another source of help in this school is the "reminder board. if
a child diwovers that he needs to study his multiplication combina-
tions of " 3," there is a note to that effect put on the board. One day
Minerva wrote: " I .need to stop whinin&Minerva." Other notes I
have seen are: " Cliarles wants help in remembering not to bite his
nails," Ruth needs to practice tall letters" b Geoi.ge needs to check
himself to see if he is wasting time."

The children tl)emselves generally formulate the statements for the
reminder board. Often the child most interested writes his reminder
sentence. This is erased after improvement has been shown.

Motion, pidureR, poem. books, and pu pt shows,A brief acc.ount
follows of the construction of and part played by motion pictures.
poem books, and puppet shows in the schools ilescrilied above and
also in many other schools.

Motion pictures took many forms: strip on which had been
pasted a series of related pictures was " moved by unrolling it from
one broomstick; Player-piano roll, or pencil, and rolling it on another.
In another type the pictures were assembled in order and hung
around the room to form a frieze. 4 more pretentious "movie made
use of a small blackboard with a roll of pictures at the top and a
written explanation of some length below. :Niotion pictitres are used
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t,o illustrate the stages of production in milk, wool, and other prod-
ucts; to portray a series of incidents from some well-loved story; or
to tre the historical evolution of a boat from the hollowed log to
the craft that sail the waters to-day, and the like.

The children have made individual and class poem books. They
generally contain copies of poems which the members of the group
have chosen from poems read them. Many include illustrations bv
the children as accompaniments to the poems. Some contain orig-
inal Poems written by members of the group or by pupils belonging
to another group with whom the owners of the poem books are
acquainted.

Most of our puppet shows have been very unpretentious; the pup-
pets have been paper dolls attavhed to strings or sticks (such as
rulers) and then moved about the stage" either from above or
through holes in the side of a box which usually forms the stage.
The puppet shcws have illustrated stories (old and original), epi-
sodes in history, and lessons in health.

Re1,1t8 of our super n y profpula.---Some of the results of the
above supervisory program are indicated below-: ) The sense of
responsibility felt by the children for getting something done, an(1
for handling materials with freedom and juqment ; (2) the spirit
of cooperation shown in preparing. eatintr. and cleaninir up after
the no& lunch; (3) the happy and quiet freedom of small groups
scattered about, the room, each group in its own place and workirpr
along an already organized plan;

(4% 4) the active practice of health
habits and of the nice courtesies of life in the schoolroom; (5) the
recognition by pupils and teachers of any specific thin°. which any
child did well, and the happiness of the group at the progress of
individual children; (6) the increasing- powers of most of the chil-
dren to converse freely with visitors; (7) the pride of the children
and teachers in their schools: and (8) the many uses discovered for
purposeful reading which accomplished much in raisino- theistandard
in reading achievement.

Adaptation of Supervision to the Needs of Teachers of
Intermediate Grades

JENNIE C. ALLINOIIAM -

tate 1friptligi Teacher. Vermont

Before discussing the specific subject assigned me a brief state-
ment of the Vermont rural-school educational situation is in order.
A State's educational policy can not be static. New- *conditions,
changed circumstances, and varying educational aims demand a

(
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progressive policy. The policy of the Vermont State Board of
Education, as expressed through the State commissioner of educa-
tion, attempts : To secure and maintain thoroughly competent
teachers in all schools of the State; to raise the standard of school
\i'ork and maintain the high standard thus attained ; to continue the
work of standardization of rural schools until the slogan "All schools
tandard by 1930 " is realized; to make effective a constructive public

1)i1'it and support that will insist upon and help to carry out a satis-
factory State educational program.

Progress has been made. Since 1920 over a third of our 1,050
1-room rural schools have been made standard or superior and many
others have been greatly improved. But this is not enotwh. The
type of teaching in these schools needs constantly to be examined
and improved in the light of new techniques, new knowledge, and
ever-changing mental attitudes. Before superintendents can give
any considerable assistance in creating better conditions fór learning
and in guiding teachers in the mastery of more productive teaching
procedures, constant painstaking attention must be given to the

udy of the teacher and her work. Conscientious superintendents
usually find that with their very full administrative programs they
do not have sufficient time to do satisfactory constructive work along
instructional lines.

Duties of State helping teachers.To assist superintendents to the
end that wide-awake progressive teachers may learn to analyze,
evaluate, and improve their teaching methods, the State commissioner
of education appointed three State helping teachers, whose duties are
similar to those of the special nurse to whom the physician, when
the needs of the Patient require it, hands over the ease. The superin-
tendent. submits a diagnosis relative to the immediate needs of one
of his teachers to the State helping teacher, who then works with the
superintendent and teacher to improve the situation.

A limited number of superintendents may have the assistance of
State helping teachers by applying to the State department of educad
tion. The number of days a helping teacher works in a given super-
intendent's schools depends upon the number of supervisory units in
the district. lit

The helping teacher is not an assistabt superintendent and does not
take over any administrative duties. She considers herself a teacher
of teachers, governed by the principles that obtain in teaching. Her
major efforts are devoted entirely to supervision of classroom in-
struction, with si;écial emphasis upon work with weak and beginning

I teachers. She remedies defects in teaching by demonstrating and
explaining improved techniques, and teaches children or teachers
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as the occasion may require. She attempts also to stimulate the
stronger teachers to greater professional ability and enthusiasm.

When the State helping teacher knows in advance the' diagnosis of
the teaching situation in the school which she is to visit, it is a fairly
easy matter to carry specific remedies in the way of outlines, copies of
type lessons, titles of new professional books, and the like. However,
it often requires several visits to rightly orient the teacher so that
her attitude conduces to growth.

Conditions in, intermediate grades.Only within a comparatively
short period have eaucators generally been awake to the necessity of
attempting to establish in the intermediate grades such school prac-
tices as are properly adjusted to the needs of children between the
ages of 9 aild 11 years. Many quotatips to the effect that interme-
diate grade pupils have been discriminated against in the past, due
to this lack of vision, might be cited. Thme must suffice. Doctor
Judd contends that many pupils of this age group, keenly alive to
their surroundings and full of natural curiosity, have been so sub-
jected to deadly mechanical unmotivated drill that they have been
lost to the school because it was not fitted to their needs.

Bagley and Keith, in Intrpduction to Teaching, state that children
in the middle grades are much neglected. They suggest. as reasons :
(1) Children of this age group have failed to attract adults to the
extent that younr and also older children do; (2) educators have
held the belief that the educational problems of the gi:oup are not at
all intricate. As we give the situation critical study, we find that.
our own practice confirms the observations made by these and other
ihvestigators and we are forced to agree with Doctor Koos, who
compares the situation in the intermediate grades to a "no-man's
land of education."

Improvement js, however, taking place. Educators in progres-
sive school systems are beginning to reorganize the work of the
intermediate grades and to adjust instruction to the nature and
needs of the children enrolled. It is high time that this be done.
Doubtless we can all recall from our own teachirg experience
instances of children who have developed into so-called " bad " girls
or boys in the middle grades. It is pathetic to realize that they
have been prevented from living full and happy lives because of our
lack of understanding of their fundamental needs at a critical period
of their development.

Types of supervisory assistance given, idermediate grade teaeher8
Vermont.--The State helping teachers have assisted teachers of

intermediate grade pupils (1) to realize that intermediate grade
children differ materially from primary grade children. They are
less interested in imitating their elders and aie more given to look-

in
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ing into things for themselves. They are more independent and
want to know the whys and wherefores. (2) To use skillful methods
of procedure and to organize and correlate appropriate subject mat-
ter adapted to the needs of intermediate pupils instead of coveringpikes in the traditional way and relying on the organization of .a
textbook. (3) To make provision for and to use the experiences of
pupils and to motivate through problems and projects. This typeof supervisory assistance is etpecially difficult as many teachers have
a limited knowlecige of subject matter themselves and are much
hanipered by a lack of cultural background upon which to draw inpreparing their daily work. (4) To Inów what constitutes good
teaching. Many teachers have no standards of .self-criticism, nogoal toward which to aim. Taught as they weregin their own elé-
mentary-school days by one poor teacher after another, their con-ception of teaching is the inferior kind which is all they have ever
known. They have little exact knowledge of means of checkingprogress. While they know vaguely of standardized tests, groupwork, and grade standards, they have not the working knowledgenecessary to incorporate these teaching essentials into practice.(5) To appreciate the possibilities of the rural environment. Manyteachers who have been brought up in the country can not. see itspotentialities, or that their teaching should be in terms of ruralexperience and needs.

AS'uperrisory agenciee found inoe helpful.In adapting supervisionto better achieve the results enumerated above we make consider-able use of conferences, demonstration teaching exercises, study clubs,and correspondence. We believe that it is necessary to know the
conditions under which a teacher works before attempting to assisther. This feature of the work requires time for the 'State helpingteacher as the supervisor must know : (1) The needs and achievementsof the pupils; (2) the sources available from which to help theteach& select appropriate subject matter ; (3) the plans and aimsof the teacher ; (4) the educational policy of the superintendent.After careful study of the situation along the foregoing lines theStatè supervisor confers with the teacher concerning' class workobserved; commends any evidences of superior teaching or school
management ; indicates the place where more skill is needed arrangesfor demonstration exercises to be taught by herself or by the class-room teacher with special help from the State supervisor: leaveswritten directions and suggestions for the furtherance of the workand helpful material in the form òf outlines, typed lessons, andillustrated helps. Moreover, the supervis9r foljows the first visit,wherever possible, by ca second one; or in lieu of this gives theteacher further help through correspondence.

I°
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Special mention should be made of study clubs as a supervisory
agency. Small groups of teachers, located geographically so as to
make it possible for them to meet freqúently, are organized into
study clubs. The superintendent or a State helping teacher, or both,
meet with these club, once a mopth to discuss particular problems
and to clear awax difficulties met in understanding the topics studied
which may cover a wide range, including remedial m*asures, indi-
vidual di fferenes, class activities, less.on plans, and special personal
problems.

One group composed of intermediate grade teachers who have
been in service many years asked nie to sug!rest books useful in a

course in child psychology. They were givvn Freeland's Teaching
in the Intermediate Grades and are now at work on this book. We
are carrying 'op. a voluminous corre'spondence as the ideas of the
members of the group are much at variance with the modern ideas
expressed in the book. The teachers are struggling hard to become
progressives but theirxonservatism dies hard.

Another "group of seven rural teachers, situated within ì radius
of 10 miles, is carrying on a regular program under the guidance of
a supervising Principal. They meet biweekly from 4 to G on Friday
afternoons at one after another of the various rural schools in which
they teach. Reports are made on projects in process of .complétion,
individual and group differences are cleared away, and the particular
topiw scheduled for study are discussed. Not the least' important

Ingamo the xesults of such activities are the social contacts established
which Prodiice better understanding and friendlier relations among
supervisory officials and teachers.

Individual supervisory instruction follows often a result of con-
tacts established by use of the aforementioned supervisory agencies.
Through correspondence the State supervisor who has observed the
work of any particular teacher assists her to economize time in han-
(fling routine, to make definite use of partkular projects, and to adjust
the work to the experience of pupils.

C onelwian.The needs of teachers and the remedial measures
used by State superyisors in :Vermont, heisein described, furnish a

fairly accurate cross section of the work of supèrvision as 6arried
on in the State. Our aim is to develop standards that will inspire
teachers to more professional attitudes in order that they may
grow from mere imitators into careful investigators of educational
pro.cesses.
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III..Development of a Supervisory Program
Leading to Closer Integration Between
the Work of Those Responsible for Pre-
service and Those Responsible for
service Preparation of Teachers

The Place of the Normal School in the Development of
the Program

CHARLEs Russmml
Principal, Ntift43 Normal School, We xt geld, MVP.

andamenial theNe8.ln the development of a program for-closer
integration of the work of those responsible for pre-service andthose responsible for in-service education of teachers certain moreor less fundamental theses must be recognized by the pre-servicedstitution. First, the normaj sChool must. recognize its responsi-bility to its graduates and to the public which they serve, to aidwherever possible in the adjustment of its product and to providefacilities for its continued growth. It is necessary to do the formerin order tf) shorten the inevitable period of groping: on the onehand, and to insure a better teaching service, on the other, and to dothe latter in order to promote a constantly improved service. Sec-ond, the normal-school faculty must offer a type of work which atone time represents the highest stanClards available, as well, as a

preparation for the 'actual schools, conditions, and materials withwhich the student is likely to deal. It is necessdry to do this inorder to insure an understanding on the part of Ae young teacherof the problems with which he is to be confronted as well as aninspiration to promote a higher type of teaching. Third, contactsmust be established between supervisors and superintendents andthe pre-service institution in order to effect,an interchaftie of ideas,
to define the problems of the teaching service, and to insure a mutualeffort in their solution.

The program under development at TV egtfidSAt the WestfieldNormal a fairly comprehensive program which is based upon these
29
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theses is in process of development. Parts of the program are yet
incomplete; all of it is as yet experimental; but the present results
are such as to indicate the value of the program. As aidsn ita
realization we are making use of (1) loan collections, (2) nnfer-
ences, and (3) extension classes.

Loan collections.One of the significant problems of the young
teacher is the accumulation of educational materials supplementary
to those provided in the usual schoolroom to aid in the early months
of teaching. In order to supply this need the various departments
of the normal school are now engaged in the assembling of materials
of various types which on the one hand provide a useful and educ-H-c----'
tive form of class work for students, and, on the other, materials of
great value to the young teacher. Sets of flash cards for reading or
arithmetic; sets of posters for health education or physical activi-
ties; picture collections of various types as supplementary to litera-

. ture in the elementary school, history, geography, and the like:
chartsff industyial products, such as the development of cotton from
boll to bolt. wheat from seeding to flour, and the like; su!rgestions
for work in art and handiwork, and in many other fields indicate the
nature of these collections.

These loan collections are to be placed in standard mailing cartons,
in charge of the school librarian, and will be mailed out from the
school to young graduates who desire them. It is now proposed that.
the cost of mailing be borne by the teacher; and that a limitation of
from two weeks to a month be placed upon the loan collection. A
mimeographed list oi available coilections will be sent out to each
graduate, which will serve to apprise the graduates of collections
available, as well as to provide suggestions for possible usage in the
classroom. Inasmuch as there will be many duplicate sets, it is
probable that the demands can be met.

Coliferenoes.In the spring of 1927 a conference was held at the
normdl school of the graduates of the previous year who were then
teaching. Senior students who were judged competent were sent out
to substitute for the graduates. They spent two days in the class-
room with the graduate teachers, and theR continued for three days

.. of independent teaching while the graduate teachers returned to the
school for the conference. In effeci the students and graduates ex-
c4anged places for the 'week, the only expense to either being
transportatioii.

The program for the conference, which was designed to consider
with the graduates their problems, dealt mainly with problems of
technique, classroom organization, and discipline. It was foundlhat
the real problems were problems of teaching, of finding and utilizing
supplementary materials, and of dealing with variant pupils. An
important phase of the conference consisted of observation in 4he
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PRE-SERVICE AND IN-SERVICE PREPARATION 31

training school and discusgions with the master training teachers.
The leaders of the conference were largely teachers, supervisors, and
superintendents of schools who were expert in dealing with problems
of technique and organization.

A second conference is being held this year which will emphasize
problems of teaching. The first day will be devoted to gen-eral prob-
lems in the various subject-matter fields, together with exhibitions by
'pupils ia-the training school of dramatizations in geography aridhis and physical eduOttion. The second day will be devoted to
specific problems in subject matter. A feature of this day will be a
demonstration and discussion by Mary R. Lewis, of the Horace Mann
School of Teachers College, Columbia University. The last day of
the conference will, be devoted to specific problems of instruction in
beginning reading, in the treatment of, retarded or deficient children,and the like. The feature of this day will be a demonstration by
Miss Lewis with a criticism by Dr. Lois Coffey Mossman, also of
Teachers College. The leaders of the conference will consisi of
supervisors and superintendents of schools and the entire faculty ofthe norrni school. A member of the, faculty and an expert school
leader will have joint charge of each discussion group.

Extension cktsseR.Recognizing the necessity of prdviding pro-
fessional work on a higb level in, places convenient of actess tomature teachers and di:'ectly adapted to encourage an increasing
professional attainment, the State department of education is spon-soring a cooperative form of extensiori with the State normal schoolsand the division of university ,:xteilsion. The work,- which wasstarted this year in several of the normal schools, including West-
field, consists in offering to teachers in service a series of profes-sional courses so selected and supervised as to constitute, over a periodof years, a unified curriculum as. an addition to the two-year pre-service courses. It is planned to have the courses contribute to in-creased classroom efficiency. In addition they Provide a sequenceof such a character as to lead toward the granting of a degree tothose successfully pursuing them. As now planned, for graduatesof 2-year courses 30 semester hours will be offered in extramuralextension while teachers are in service, and one additional year inresidence will be required for a degree. For graduates from the3-year courses, 30 semester hoUrs of work will be offered which willcomplete the requirements for a bachelor's degree. oResults of the programThe results of this program, so far asit has been completed, are beginning to be apparent to (1) the stu-dents, (2) the faculty, (8) public-school officials, and (4) graduate. teachers.

In the preparation of loan collections the Audents ate brought intointimate contact with the problems of classroom teaching and the
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32 SUPERVISION OF RURAL SCHOOLS

preparation of supplementary materiils. In substituting during the
conference for young teachers, they are confronted with classroom
and teaching problems not unlike those with which they themsélves
may confidently expect to deal. Since there is a period of several
we4is before their graduation after this exchange of substitute with
graduate teacher, the students have an opportunity, both in the
training school and in their scheduled classes, to solve prolfiems
which otherwise would be unappreciated until they had started
teaching in their own classrooms.

The normal-school faculty is kept in contact with actual school
situations through the preparation of loan collections, through par-
ticipation in the conference for young teachers, and through the
teaching of extension classes. There is ample opportunity, through
the sifting of the problems raised, to revise the work for the students
and make it more effective. There is developed, simply because of
'this constant focusing upon the actual problems of the classroom, a
continued profeabnal rather than academic interest, and part icu-
larly any increased sense of responsibility toward the student for his
success in teaching. The contacts with the supervisors and super-
intendents tend to help the normal-school instructor find -the essen-
tials in the puhliC-school program, and help him to become aware of
the more essential needs with whic his students will be confronted.

In the conference and, to a mo ited extent, in the extension
teaching, supervisors and superintendents come into contact with
pormal-school faculty members, and through the solution of common
problems develop a sense of their cooperative responsibility. They
meet the faculty on a basis of mutual equality, and become aware of
the preservice problems. Since they meet teachers who are not
administratively responsible to them, they meet them on a different
basis than the one on which they meet teachers in their own school
syptem, and thereby increase their participation in the development of
young teachers. ,

.

The loan collection will provide gradua0 teachers with adequate
supplementary materials during the early period of adjustment and
thereby allow, during that time, a greater opportunity for the devel-
opment of teaching technique, class organization, program planning,
and the like. Early acquaintance, before graduation, with the-con-

, ference and the conference plan, makes the conference during *the
first year of teaching% siguificait event. The conference brings to
the graduate teachors a broader variety of talent for the solution of
their pressing problems, and increases the possibility for constructive
self-criticistri. The'lr plan of extension teaching brings an increased
cpportunity for self-development.
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Relations That Should Exist Between Those Responsible
for Pre-service and Those Responsible for In-service
Preparation of Teachers

M. G. NELSON
....Yew York Etate College for Teachers, Albany

The actual teaching situation demands that there be a unity of
content materials and method. The teacher-trainiy institutions at-
tempt to develop this unity through practice teaching under the
direction of trained supervisors. These supervisors usually have been
separated for a long time from actual field conditions and this means
that practice teaching tends to be conducted in a more or less ab-
normal or mutilated situation. Again, in the teacher-training insti-
tutions are found two distinct types of specialists, one portion of the
staff being primarily interested in content materials and the other in
the mechanics of instruction. Therefore, the student in his pre-service
training is compelled to undergo a 3-phase type of training which
even in our best institutions fails to be unified.

Us-ual types of pre-eeryke training.The usual type of in-service
teacher training Conducted by a teacher-training institution continues
to emphasize either content or method and not to emphasize both as a
unity. This process, moreover, is attempted in an idealistic teaching
situation. In-service training shoula be conducted from the view-
po.nt of (1) a distinct community ; (2) a certain group of pupils;
(3 a definite teaching situation: (4) a particular teacher. In other
wbrds, in-service training should treat with content method, and
environment as a unit. xt

Staff members in group conferences do not .usually consider en-
vironmental conditions except in a very general way. Visits to the
parent institution on the part of its graduates to attend some type of
conference or for additional study permit them to secure content and
method, but this training is presented without consideration of defi-
nite environmental conditions except in so far as the recipients are
able to make adaptations to conditions with which they are familiar.

A new type of pre-service.tralning.The New York State College
for Teachers is attempting to meet this situation by arranging for
staff members to go into the field to observe and to list a considerable
number of environmental conditions. The greater the number of
observations listed the more likely instructors are to adapt classroom
presentation to actual conditions. This plan takes the staff members

i to the teaching situation instead of bringing the teacher to the insti-
tution and leaving most of the teaching situation behind. We hope

.
it make's the child 4nd his environment our objective rather than sub-
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ject matter and method. The cooperation of superintendent, prin-
cipal, supervisor. and teachers is essential. A suggested list of items
to be studied under this plan is: (1) List of community characteris-
tics, (2) preparation and number of teachers, (3) curricula and num-
ber of classes, (4) proportion of residents and nonresidents, (5) office
equipment and pupil accounting reeseds, (6) classroom equipment,
) provision for and care of library, (8) extraclass activities en-
couraged. (9) success in formal examinations for a defmite period.
GO) intelligent quotient of pupils so far as possible, (11) achieve-
ment quotient of pupils in the fundamental processes, (12) age-grade
study of the entire school population.

The results secured by the method just suggested are discussed
with those responsible for the local situation and also are presented
to the staff of the teacher-training institution. kemèclies for defects
found are indicated and a program of in-service training based upoli
this actual information is set up. The exact type of program. of
course, *ends upon the situation discovered. It is the plan to lAve
staff members ip rotation assist the institution's director in this type
of study.

The results that seem to accrue from this cooperative relationship
are: (1) On the part of the teacher-training institution, a continual
chállenge to present subject matter and method as a unity from the
viewpoint of field conditions; (2) on the part of the local teachers
and supervisors, an enlarged view of local problems and an appre-
ciation of the fact that good theory is theory practicable in a present
situation.

The Place of Rural-School Supervisors in the Develop-
ment of the Program

H. B. KING
Assistant State Superintendent in Charge of Elementary Schools. Delaware

'It is my purpose in this paper to call to your attention the con-
tributions that rural-scho91 supervisory officials may make toward
the problem under discussion. As these contributions in any par-
ticular State are related to the general educational situation and to
the point of view held by those responsible for the pre-service training
of teachers, I shall first consider some ways in which theFe two con-
ditioning factois affect the situation in Delaware, and later discuss
the specific contributions of rural-school supervisors.

The situation in De laiwAre.Delaware has but one institution for
the training of elementary (white) teachersthe school of educa-
tion lit the Univerrity of,,D,elaware, which is loca_ted at Newark.

'14
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Three differentiated 2-year curricula are offered to meet the needs
of teachers in elementary schools, teachers of academic subjects in
high schools, and principals of elementary schools.

The need of better-trained teachers for the elementary schools of
the State gave rise some years ago to the granting of State scholar-
ships to those desiring to prepare themselves to become teachers
who meet the requirements set up by the State board of education.
Since 1925 legislative appropriations have provided the financial
assistance given to 'each person qualifying for a State scholarship..
Forty per cent of last year's graduating class from the school of
education are teaching in the one and two teacher rural schools, while
100 per cent of the graduating class of five years ago are teaching
in the larger school units. The efficiency of the graduating class
of 1926 as measured by the State teachers' rating system indicate
that of 38 teachers in the State outside of the city of Wilmi
1, or 2.6 per cent, received a rating of D; 18, or 47.4 per
received a rating of C, 15, or 39.5 per cent, received a rating of B;
and 4. or 10.5 per cent, received a rating of A. Of 38 graduates
in 1926 teaching in the State outside of the city of Wilmington, 4,
or 10.5 per cent, changed their teaching positions at the end of the
school year 1926-27. The teacher turnover in the Sta"oard unit,
whiff does not include the special districts end the city of Wilming-
ton, last year was 15 per cent. The .graduates from the University
of Delaware School of Education supplied 30 per cent of the need
for trained teachers in the elementary schools of the State unit. The
remaining 70 per cent were secured from other States.

In our rules and regulations for the certification of teachers it is
indicated that no certificate under the first grade, which demands
the equivalence of two years of academic training following a 4-year
high-school course, will be issued after July 1, 1935. If we continue
at the present rate in supplying our needs with trained teachers., it
will not be necessary to wait until this date to reach the above end.
At the present time 73 per cent of thetteachers of the State are hold-
ing first-grade or higher crtificatesf

At present we are training teachers fot the elementary schools.
We do not train them for the 1-room rural school, in so far as a defi-
nite curriculum is concerned. This procedure was satisfactory in
the past, hiasmuch as the teacher-training institution graduates were
placed in the larger school units. Now a number of them are accept-
ing positions in the small rural schools, partly because ihe salary
in such positions is increased by a definite amount 'in proportion to
the distance the school is located from the tearest railroad station,
trolley or bus line, or the teacher's home. Inexperienced graduates
accepting position's in small rural schools are not properly trained
for this type of teaching service. As a result many teachers are
Misplaced and consequently inefficient in their work. Therefore

n
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more emphasis should now be placed on the training of teachers for
small rural schools. Despite the fact that more than 75 rural schools
were consolidated during the past decade, there will be small rural
schools for at least the decade to come.

Practice-teaching in our State institution is done in the public-
school system of the city in which the institution is located. This
practice-teaching does not insure the teaching attitude that is re-
quired. Each special district in Delaware has its own superintendent
of schools and consequently its own system of education. On the
other hand, as has been stated, many of the graduates secure their
first positions in rural schools. To insure better results, the State
institution for the training of teachers and the State department of
public instruction should provide practice-teaching in rural schools
for prospective teachers who are interested in rural-school positions.
There are five 1-teacher yural schools within a radiuNf 3 miles from
the University School of Education. The supervisor could be of
great assistance in determining the objectives and courses of study
for this type of training.

A program for teacher training in Delaware.The following prin-
ciples ihdicate the point of view held by those responsible for the pre-
service training of Delaware teachers:

(1) The preparatiorf of teachers for the public schools of the State
is the joint responsibility and task of the State department of educa-
tion and the school of 'education of the State university. The State
department, in its capacity, should have large responsibility in mak-
ing the specifications according to which the teachers should be Pre-
pared. The school of education should be entrusted with the task of
preparing teachers in accordance with these specifications. This rela-
tionship implies a willingness on the part of each agency to use, and
to be used, by the other in the interest of the enterprise as a whole.

(2) Teacher training is here conceived as consisting of that conibi-
na.tion of directed study and experience which will eventuate in the
highest possible efficiency in classroom teaching and management.
portion of this training can best begiven as pre-service preparation iu
a teacher-training institution; another portion can be made more
effective through definitely organized and direçted in-service#training.

(3) The major objectives of a teacher-training progam are: A
broad general scholarship, a thorough mastery of the specific and
related subject matter which the candidate expects to teach ; a
thorough4knowledge of the technical or professional aspects of edu-
cation, and skill gained through carefully supervised experience in
the application of theory to practice.

(4) The effectiveness of in-service training is enhanced by making
it a regular part of the State's teacher-training program. This
means that in-service training should be so organized and conducted

A
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that, students may receive credit in recognized teacher-training insti-
tutions for work satisfactorily completed.

It is the consensus of opinion of those responsible for the pre-service
training of teachers that the objectives stated in. (3)- can not be fully
or adequately attained during .a 2-year period of pre-service training
following immediately upon graduation from high school. Under
present conditions, then, definite provision shoul4 be made for further
preparation through in-service training. Moreover, if the weakness
(1f our present program for the preparation of teachers is to be found
ill the quality of teaching, which results rather than in the number
of candidates trained, a method for utilizing both pre-service and
in-service training should be inaugurated to develop a more effective
program. The follbwing were agreed upon:

That all teachers who have not completed the equivalent of a 2-year
curriculum, either by examination or by study in a teacher-training
institution, be recku-i-r0 to continue their preparation, chiefly through
in-service trainit at) a given rate (say an average of 6 semester
hourVrer year) unO, a definite curriculum has been completed.

That a definite " follow-up " plan be inaugurated at the university
to assist inexperienced graduates of the 2-year curriculum during
their first year of teacling service.

That those teachers who have completed a 2-year curriculum be
encot4ed to continue their professional preparation, looking toward
tire early completion of a 3-year or a 4-year curriculum for elemen-
tary teachers.
-That the State department of education and the school of educa-

tion of the university should collaborate in formulating advanced
curricula of three or four years for elementary teachers and four
years for elementary principals; and that teachers be permitted
to complete one or even two years of these advanced curricula through
in-service study and training.

The term in-service training as here used has special reference to
work taken in a summer school and through extension service. To
accomplish this end the summer school would gradually expand its
curriculum to comprise the 3 and 4 year curricula and a variety
of extension courses be offered at such centers in the State as will
bring the work within reach of practically all teachers in service.

How can rwral-school supervisory officials contribute to .the pre-
8erviee and in-servke training of Mac/worstAdequately defined
objectives for the pre-service 'and in-service training of teachers
help. It. is not sufficient to define the objectives of various curricula
in terms of specific skills, knowledges, and attitudes essential to the
elementary teacher, but these objectives must function in the dam-
room situation in which the teacher finally works under skilled
supervisors who iiidap eriticallx the results of their teaching efforts....
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Teacher-training institutions have not as yet fully realized the
necessity of developing" abilities and capacities appropriate to
teaching service.

Completion of a 2-year curriculum in a teacher-training institu-
tion ought to insure in the graduates a learning attitude, an appre-
ciation of the problem of public-school teaching, a knowledge of the
literature of education, an open-mindedness to constructive criticism
and helpful suggestions, ability for self-direction, self-analysis. and
self-disciPline, and a professional attitude toward the older mem-
bers of the teaching corps. These attitudes, knowledges, and skills
will result in teaching success under sympathetic and skillful super-
vision after graduation.

Delaware has had a definite continuous program for the training
of teac in service for the past five years, the objectives of which
are ca forward by the rural-school supervisory officials. The
results are reached through various types of teachers' meetings, con-
ferences, clubs, and community organizations. Conferences between
State educational officers and rural-school supervisors are held each
month for the purpose of determining the policies, objectives, and
methods to be employed for analyzing, discussing, and evaluating
problems relating to supervision and administration of schools. If
the director and supervisors of the teacher-training institution could
attend these conferences it would help them to understand the work
that is being accomplished by those responsible for the in-service
training of teachers and would guide them in the pre-service training.

The analysis of teaching capabilities made by a supervisor or super-
intendent of schools as a result of constant observation and study of
one situation in relation to many situations is a second factor in the
situation. The best measure of teaching capabilities is found in the
changes which teaching produces in pupil personality, attitudes,
ideals, skills, self-directed activities, and interests, in terms of a ratio
between capabilities and achievements. However, our methods and
tools for such measbrements are not accurate andshould not be used
as the final word in reaching our conclusions. Many schemes have
been devised to determine " what teachers are " and " what teachers
do." In Delaware we use a teacher's rating card for want of a better
method of measuring the efficiency of the teacher. The card pro-
vides for self-analysis by the teacher and serves to guide her in the
evaluatipn of her own worth; to stimulate supervisor and superin-
timdent to analyze more carefully teaching technique and teaching
results as measured by pupil achievements; to guide superintendents
in their selection of a teacher for a specific position, and in their
reecimmendations for increasivg a teacher's salary in accordan6e with
heD efficiency.

e
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Establishing a feeling of friendship with others engaged in
similar tasks is a third factor and helps to motivate the work of the
teacher. We have done a great deal in Delaware by group organiza-
tions in common projects. All teachers belong to well-organized
reading circle groups of from 6 to 15 teachers each. These groups
are engaged in studying, analyzing, and discussing rural-school
problems relating to school situations, the curriculum, measuring
results of pupils' work, and teacher rating. All teachers belong to
a reading circle group and are permitted to close school before the
regular closing hour in order to meet with their respective groups.
A report of the results of each meeting is sent to the supervisor's
office. The direct outcome of undertakings of this type is teacher
inspiration and self-improvement.

The establishment of proper relations between the teacher-training
institution and the State educational authorities is a fourth' factor
which implies that the teacher-training institution and State educa-
tional authorities must work together on the project of the improve-
ment of teachers in service in the following ways:

a (1) There should be mutual agreement between the head of the
State department of public instruction and the directors of the State
teacher-training institutions --as to the curricula to be pursued by
those preparing for teaching; and as to the curricultim which teach-
ers in their in-service training will be expected to follow. This
curriculum as expressed in the form of a State course of study
should be developed cooperatively by the staff of the teacher-training
institution and the public-school te-achers and officials. The instruc-
tors in the State teacher-training institution should be familiar with'tle State objectives as outlined in the State course of study and
should prepare teachers to use the State colirse of study, not neces-
sarily, however, to the exclusion of all other courses of study.

(2) The courses to be offered in the summer school and through
extension work should be mutually agreed upon by the teacher-train-ing institution and the State department of public instruction inorder that they function adequately in the school work of the year.I believe in bringing the institution to the teacher while in serviceas much as I believe in sending the teacher to* the institution. Whilethe expenses for summer-school attendance at the State institutionare paid by legislative appropriatiori, additional appropriationshould be urged for extension service. This extension teachingshould be given wherever an enrollment to justify it can be secured.At first it should be offered only to those teachers 41who are holdingcertificates below first grade.

(3) A more detailed method for judging teacher capabilitiesshould be worked out by the teacher-training institution and Stateauthorities so as to have a common understanding in the rem.

.
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memlation of teachers. This would aid materially in the successful
placement of teachers.

(4) A closer cooperation between the teacher-training institution
faculty and the supervi::ors and superintendents of schools is neces-
sary in the selection of students for the profession of teaching.
Candidates should not be admitted or graduated-who are lacking in
scholarship.or in the essential qualities necessary for teachers.

CaneAsian.In the contribution that rural supervisory officials

t.

should make toward the development of a program leading to closer
inteiration between the work of those responsible for pre-service and
those responsible for in-service training of rural teachers, the fol-.

lowing are the most important recommendations: (1) More clearly
and adequately defined objectives mutually agreed upon by .those
responsible for the pre-service and in-service training of tcichen.:
(2) a differentiation of curricula in the teacher-tiaining institution
for the training of teachers for rural elementary schools; (3) the
organization of one or more 1 or 2 teacher rural schoolsfor practice
teaching for those students who plan to accept rural-school position:
(4) the enlargement of the program for extension service for those
who have not completed the 2-year curriculum: (5) that a definite
follow-up plan be inaugurated at the university in cooperation with
supervisors and superintendents to assist inexperienced .graduates:
(6) that advanced curricula be formulated by the State department
of public instruction and the school of education at the university
for those who have completed the 2-year curriculum leading to a

4-year curiiculum; (7) that the diitector and supervisors of the State
teacher-training institution should be .present at as many of the con-
feivnces of rural-school officials as possible to get thèir point of view
on the in-service training of teachers; (8) that the summer-school
program be enlarged to include the iLdvanced curricula; (9) that a

better method for analyzing and evaltaing teacher capabilities ,be
formulated and used for keeping undesirable cand,idates from enter-
ing and graduating from the teacher-training institution; (10) that

. the supervisois of the teacher-training institution familiarize them-
selves with the State course of study, daily programs ir use in the
schools, the forms and methods *used in child accounting so that
graduates niay readily adjust themselves to rural conditions; (11)
special consideration should be given by the State training school
for preparing teachers to interpret the learning behavior of children
by creating situations with the pupils that will give each child the
best opportunity for participation and development; (12) there must
be more organized, unified, and focalized effort on the part of those
responsible for the pre-service and those responsible for the in-service
training of teachers if the best results are to be obtained in teacher
training.
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Iv. Types of Supervisory Assistance Most
Effective in Meeting the Needs of Cer-
tain Teaching and Pupil Groups

Saving and% Supervising One-Room Rural Schools
E. W4.1.11/Burr ELD

(.1/mm itqcioner of Education of New Hampshire

In mv paper. first, I shall declare that the 1-room rural schools of
the Eastern States should be saved: second, Í shall state under what
conditions they may be saved; and, third, I shall consider certain
duties of the superintendent of such schools.

Why should they be 8ored?In our part of the country the rural
consolidated schools of ,the South and West ate impossible becauseof the difficulty of routing economical transportation in towns where
families live On separated hilltops, or in valleys which radiate from
a common starting point. Moreover, transportation to enlarged
schools invariably means with us enrollment in the nearest manufac-turing village and not in rural consolidated schools. These village
schools are those of an industrial society. Agriculture and rural
economyAre not emphasized in them and the farm children adtilitted
are schooled in a nonrural environment.

Most farmers and rural sociologists wish to avoid this situationand so desire that our 1-room schools be maintained. They believethat. in our highly individualistic society parents and citizens will
take a much greater intere'st in the school if it is in their neighbor-hood than if it is in a crowded village. They believe, also, that thelocal schoolhouse is needed as a community center, thaat it serves as acommon meeting place, and that it provides an institution in whichthey are josintly interested. They believe, moreover, that such aschool brings teacher Ttnd pupils into an intimate relationship notpossible in schools with a more complicated organization.

For 50 years the true teaching situation has been declared to beMark Hopkins on one end of the log ani d James A. earfield on theother, and educational theorists have- declaimed upon the greatteacher filled with wisdom and zeal, pouring forth the lore of the
310V-29 4
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ancients or the philosophy of th teacher's own meditation; or they
have emphasized the eager youth at his end of the log, mina a blank.
mouth open but still a student filled with a passioirto know all things
and prove those which are permanent. No one however has saia
anything about the log.

Prof. George Herbert Palmer, of Harvard, has told us that while
Mark Hopkins was president of Williams he visited him at his home
and in his classroom. Many df us have wondered what was the
technique of this traditional master teacher. The subject was theology
and all students had copies of President Hopkins' printed lecture
on this subject. From his manuscript notes the teacher gave each
chapter in oral forni and then questioned, " What does the author
say on this subject? and the students in turn answvred, attemptin,Y
to recall and repeat in unchanged words the lecture. It is hard to
call a memorized recitation great teaching. Mark Hopkins, however.
was a great teacher, as Hitchcock, of Amherst. and Louis Agassiz

,were great teachers; not in their classroom lectures but on the college
campus, or in the slate quarry of the Connecticut Valley, or in the
experimental laboratory, as these teachers walked and talked with
their students. It was not James Garfield who was most impotkr.nt.
It was not Mark Hopkins. It was the log. So ihe rural seho61
provides the setting for great teaching.

Those who demand local rural schools dfrequently base their argu-
ment on three false conceptions :

First, they say we must have these schools or our farms will de-
preciate in value. The argement is unsound, for schools are for the
welfare of children and 'not to set a fallacious value upon farm
property. Schaol money may not be raised to aid farmers to sell
their farms.

Second, they say that they will be satisfied with an unqualified
inadequatrprogram,teacher, a short school year, and ail if only their

school may not be closed. The answer'is that rural sch6ols can never
bo saved by making them poor.

Third, city advocates of rural life say it is a duty of fa n children
to remain on the farm. This fallacious argument may freely
deny. Even though farm life must be maintained, it is no more the
duty of farm youth to perform this service than it is the duty of the
children of automobile mechanics, or lawyers, or college professors
to carry on the farms. Any other interpretation would be to declare

-for us a serf system and to claim that farm children may not be
emancipated from the soil, while all others are free to choose from
among the occupations. Rural life may be maintained when the
farmers are given good schools, roads, markets, and public respect,
and not when they are urged as a public duty to render labor from
which others-ire spared.
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How may they be 8avedP(1) They may be saved when the dis-
trict clot the community provides for the teachers good boarding places
and for the schools public support.

The boarding place. of the teacher has not been sufficiently empha-
sized. There are a °few rural cominunities which have no homes
where a young girl may safely and properly board. There are
others where those who have good homes will not inconvenience
themselves by opening their homes to teachers. Under these condi-
tions the school should be given up and the children transported.
These are the essentials for a boarding home for a rural teacher :
A separate, heated, and well-lighted room in a family home of some
degree of culture, as shown by books, magazines, some 'Apical iustrut
ment, some Modern sanitary conveniences, and well-cooked food. It
should provide also an opportunity for the teacher to get to church
each week, and to stores and village eniertainments occasionally.

In addition, a successful school is impossible if the community
is indifferint to its value or if it is divided intó antagonistic social
or factions.- Not infrequently this is the case, and the
clan which is not ascendant_ will openly 'or by innuendo oppose,
school progress. Every community which wishes a rural school
must band itself together to protect the young teacher from the
village sheik on the one hand and on the other hand from the sala-
cious gossip of hawk-eyed, carrion-minded frequenters of post office
and grocery store.

(2) They may be salted when State and district provide good
schoolhouses and a teacher's salary $100 per year above the salary
in near-by village schools. Without this salary advantage teachers
will not stay away from theAarger centers. It must be agreed thatrural schools of necessity shall have State support. In a time when
people are leaving the country for the city, wealth is even more
mobile than population, and the complexity of modern life placesmost rural wealth outside the town limits. For the suppoit of rural
schools the State must be a unit.

(3) They may be saved when the State educates a sufficient supply
of Country girls for teachers. A. city girl may teach in the conntiy
as an adventure, but the probability of permanent añd satisfactoryservice is small. She is a suitcase teacher who never fully unpacksher traveling bag and begins school by fastening to the blackboard
an attractive calendar which advertises the Aares of the chief dry-
goods merchant of her home city and this icon is daily adored by
both teacher and pupils.

The State 'must deliberately enoiurage farm girls of the most
dependable type to go to the nearest high schooN and then to the
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State normal schools for the special rural training which gives full
teacher preparation. Minimum preparation for rural-school teach-
ing should be the full normal-school course of at least two years.

(4) They may be saved whey the school program adds to the
school fundamentals the life essentials. The rural insistence hag
always been for a restricted and academic program; for reading.
writing, and arithmetic. and then for more reading, writing, and
arithmetic. Literattve and the natural sciences have been regarded
ftS fads and not as e4,sentials, and yet reading, writing, and arith:
metic as isolated subject$ have done more than any others to depopu-
late our farms. They are language and coinmercial kirts. They do
not lead to agriculture.and production, or to the art and economy of
the home. They lead to the bookkeeper's desk and the stenographer's
hair. The rural program must be full of the .cience of g.rowtii and
its natural phenomena. It inu4 deal with hic. human and animal,
and with life processes and problems. It in ikt..,,give the productive
skills and it must provide iLterpretat ion and appr.,)ciation of
music, and literature. These studies wAl attract young people
outdoor and home life, while reading and spetlin.tr. writing and
arithmetic have their conclusion in the city streets.

(5) They may be saved when parents supply chgren enough for
a wholesome school of untransported children. It is a rare teacher
who can teach with real success a 4.411001 Of fewer than 12 pupils.
It is still rarer to find pupils who can tudy at their best without the
rivalry wowhich conies with clas.tquates of equal ability. A; to the
makeshift of transportation which brings children to 1-room schools.
Saian invenied it and he cherishes his invention.

The 8uperintendenes duties in relation to brown selwols.--What
can the superintendent *do He needs to reach every such school
at least twice a month. Ile nitit perform his usual supervisory
duties. He must see that uniform standards are being met an\d awn
his pastoral duties begin. ilf

First, with the teacher. She is lonesome, she Avants to bo praise.d,
to be encouraged, to be advised. She wishes to know what other
teachers do and their measure of success.

Seeond, with the papils. They wish the superintendent to knows'
them as individuals and be as interested in their rabbits and cousins
as in their I Q's. They expect him to bring them new books and

_occasionally new stories. They wish to eich;bit their work and to
please him with their progress.

Third, with the people of the community. They are
to intrude, but they wish the superintendent to speak first- a d k
with them as man to man. The best superintendents drive Fords
which stall whenever they pass a farmer on the highway and which (
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break down when nearest to one working in the fields. The farmers
wish to get acquainted. Frost has told us how he as a farmer felt :

When a friend calls fo me from the road
And slows his horse to a meaning walk.
I don't stand still und look around
On all the hills I haven't hoed,
And shout fiom wlwre I am, "What is itr
No, noi as there is a time to talk.
I thrust my hoe in the mellow ground,
Blade eud up and 5 feet tall, 41Z4.4
And plod ; I go up to the stone wall
For a friendly visit.

friendliness is the supervisor-
md coninumitie most. need.

.istance which rural schools

Children Unable to Speak English on Entering Schoql
Bum F. JONES

Superdsor of Elevnetitary Education , State Depart PItent Of Ell ura (ion , Massachusf

Soope,,of problem.--The numbers of non-English-speaking
children in the public cbilools must inevitably decline through the
operation of the immigration act of 1924. which limits the number
(If immigrants to 2 per cent of the number of the foreign born of
each nationality represented here in 1890.. In 1914, the last year
before the war cut off immigration. we idmitted 1.218,480. Of these
only one-tenth were English-speaking people. In 1927, we admitted
335,175, one-third of whom were English-speaking people.

Under th4rovisions of.the national Origin act, which was to have
trone into-effect on ,Tuly 1, 1927. we may receive annually 150,000
immigrants. Each nation's quota is to be that proportion of the
150,000 that porsons of the same national origin were of our entire
population in 1920. Congress deferred the operation of this law
for oAv year. The indications are that undor this plan about 27
per cent of the persons admitted would come from English-speakingvountriesa slightly snmller proportion than under the present
quota law.

One of the first effects upon the schools of this changed situation
is the abandonment of the so-called steamer classes in many of our
eastern cities. These were classes organized to give to the older
immigrant children enough first-aid in English to enable them in a
relatively short time to enroll in a regular school with children of
comparable age.' No stich marked decrmi-ze has taken place in the
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np.mber of children entering our kindergartens and first grades from
non-English-speaking homes. In 1920 there were approximately
27,000,000 persons in this country who did not speak English as the
mother tongue. The Northeastern States have a relatively large
share of such persons. Two-thirds of the population' of Massa-
chusetts was foreign born or native born pf foreign or mixed
parentage. For several years to come, this substantial element of
foreign stock will send large numbers of children into our kinder-
gartens and first grades.

Furthermore, I find that 175,000 aliens, or 52 per cent of all immi-
grant aliens admitted last year, gave as their future intenied resi-
dence some one of the eleven Northeastern States represented in this
conference. Of this number more than 150,000, or about 90 per cent,
were destined to make their homes in the four States of New YOrk,
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania. and New Jersey. These conditions
point clearly to the fact that though we shall undoubtedly see a
marked falling oft in the munberse)f children with the language
handicap,4the schools of.the northeastern area will continue to receive
them in such numbers as to warrant the most thoughtful attention
to the methods of adapting the school program to their needs

Contrary to the impression of many, this problem is not by .any
means limited to the-city schools._ In a recent journey through.the
Connecticut Valley region of Masachusetts I visited four small agri-
cultural towns having a population of fewer than 3,000. Less than
25 per cent of the inhabitants of these towns in 1920 were of native
parentage. In another group of four rural towns 57 per cent of thv
'children who entered/the first grade this year came from non-
English-speaking homes, and about one-half of these chitdren could
speak little or no English. I have no doubt that similar conctitions
are found in other States of this group. The problem is now with us
and will continue indefinitely. It is a problem that has received far
too little attentioneven in cities and during the period when the
annual inflow of non-English-speaking peoples waa extriordin y
large. Each community has ifi the main dealt with the situa oN in
its own homemade fashion, giving little attention to the accu ulated
experiences of other communities with the same problem. In ural

. areas where the numbers of such children are relatively small, where
teachers are less experienced and less well trained, the problem has
often been completely neglected. We have indulged in prolonged
discussions about individual differences in mentality, in disposition,
in interests, and the neCessary treatment therefor. Even before a
child enters school we now make it a strong point to remove so far
as possible every physical disability that may handicap him in his
school work. But we appear not to have discerned that the ailld
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who can hot talk with his teacher and companions when he enters
sChool has any handicap or illustrates any individual differenge that
requires special attention. As I view the matter, a handicap of this
type at the very outset of a child's school life, bringing with it a sort
of ostracism and an unjustiAable consciousness of failure, is likely to
create in him certain initial attitudes toward school and toward life
that will be difficult to eradicate in later years.

Supervisory aid8.In view of the fact that rural schools appear to
have given -relatively littlowattention to this problem except in an
isolated way, one who seeks possible methods of supervisory aid
naturally turns to inethods suggested by practices used in city schools
and in Americanization work with adult immigrants in the hope that
some of these may be adaptable to rural conditions.

(1) The first suggestion I have to offer is that every effort be made
to locate early any prgspective pupils horn non-English-speaking
homes with a view to securing their admission to school as soon as0

the law permits. The school census should probably include children
younger than 5 years. The rural consolidated school that maintainsa year of kindergarten training can be of immense assistanceto these
children. rwould raise a question as to the possibility of accom-plishing something by way of preschool language training throughthe good offices of older brothers and sisters. Considerable is nowdone in incidental fashion. Could not more be accomplished if theschool sifould consciously stimulate and guide?

(2) ,It, would be helpful if teachers could know, at least in generalterms, what progress may be expected of non-English-speaking chil-dren under ordinary conditions. Recently I had the opportunity ofmaking an investigation of the school progress of 1,762 Mbssachu-setts children who could not speak English when they entered tliefirst grade. These Pupils were chosen at random from grades fourto eight in 28 cities and towns. They represented 17 nationalit4A sutnmary of the study shows that by the,time these pupils havecompleted three grades nearly 60 per cent-of them are no longer
handicapped' to a noticeable degree in the use of English. This pro-portion steadily, but not rapidly, increases until it reaches 80 percent al the beginning of the kighth grade. The priportion- eachnationality riot noticeably handicapped in the use of English ingrades four to eight,/inclusive, was as follows: Jewish, 92; Finnish,80; Portuguese, 74; Greek, 72; Lithuanian, 70; Russian, 70; Italian,62; Polish, 57; French, 56.

Considerable interest centered upon the 170 pupils ,of thi's group,who entered 'school at normal age, between 5 and 7, and were com-pleting the eighth grade when the study was made.. Nearly one-halfof the entire number were finishing the elementary course in the

-
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usual time; one-third required one additional year.; and one-fifth
two or more additional years. An analysis of the group on the basis
of scholarship showed that two-thirds of those rated excellent or
good and one-third of those rate fair completed the course in normal
time. Are we not warranted in drawing the general inference that
non-English-speaking children who are capable can complete eight
grades in normal time? The retardation experienced by these pupils
in the lowest grade needs be only temporary. The expectation held
in some quarters that most of these children re'quire at least one addi-
tional year appears unjustiAable in the light of this inquiry. Fur-
ther investigations for the purpose of developing objective standards
of language accomplishment for these children would appear to be

warranted.
(3) If every rural teacher who has even one non-Enir1i1i-spe41k-

ing child in her school could be put in touch with the best helps
available, it would be of immense advantage. I have in mind such a

well-classified list as Easy Books for New Americans. issued by
the American Library Association, and such a book as English for
Beginners, by Fisher and Ca 11-v--the latter not to be used as a text but

rather for its suggested methods.
(4) Various methods of procedure now in use in city schools

recommend themselves for use with these children, regardless of
situation. An oral vocabulary of the words most needed is an essen-
tial at the very outset. This can best be gained by large emphasis
on conversationnot random, but planned in such a way that prog-
ress may be assured. Conversation should. center about objects
in the room, pictures. blackboard drawings, sand table, and children
in action. The organized play period and the lunch period may be

used consciously for developing conversational ability. If conversa-
tion is not stressed all the way through the grades, children come to
use many words in parrot-like fashion, with little or nog tippreciation
of their meaning. With these children it is impossible to lay too
much emphasis on motivation of all forms of language work. If we

want them to talk they must have a subject that is full of meaning
and interést for them. In developing correct. pronunciation an
intensive drive* on speech errors by all teachers at. regular intervals
during the year luto proted very fruitful.

Many of these methods ,apply equally well to the gaining of a
reading vocilbulary. Labeling objects in the classroom with their
printed names is a device often used. Carefully -prepared seat work
that reenforces the reading lesson is essential. I have often admired
the resourcefulness of teachers in making for themselves such devices
as action questions, picture matching, completion sentences, jumble
sentences, like and unlike, multiple choice, true-false, etc.
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(5) To do full justice to these children it goes without saying

that we must have a flexible promotion plan that will permit the
able pupil to regain time that may have been lost in the earlier
years.

(6) Finally, the most essential condition to the success of the non-
English-speaking pupils is happiness in his school life. It is not
always easy to make him happy. One teacher told me recently that
a little Italian boy had been in school a full year before he smiled
once. At the very opening of school the wise teacher gives these
children something to do that is within the bounds of their previous
experience. In Springfield, Mass., a most interesting analysis is
being made of the pre:.eliool activities of children in order that the
initial kindergarten activities may grow out of the preschool experi-
ences common to all children. Tbis study indicates that, although
.nationality as well as social and economic factors determine to a
great extent the types of these experiences, most children have in
common certain play experiences. The inability of non-English-
peaking children to express themselves in the spoken language of

the school makes it doubly important that they find modes of
expreion ill the play and handwork activities.

The non-English-speaking child can not be happy unless the schooi.
takes the right attitude toward him. Am I right in thinking that
this attitude is rather more difficult to secure in rural communi-
ties where such children are not numerous and are, therefore, the
more conspicuous? In small schools they make large additional
demands upon the teacher already burdened in many cases with
far too many different grades and groups. Here are to be found
pupils who are relatively provincial in their contacts and who re-
gard all these children as foreigners to be tolerated rather than as
new Americans to be cultivated. I would have every teacher read
Edward Bok's account ciphis first day in an American public school.
Certainly she should reread Mary Antin's gripping story of how
the sympathetic personal interest of her first teachers left an indelible
impression upon her and helped her early to realize her vision of
AmericaThe Promised Land. What a delightful change it would
be1 if for one month the teacher colid be assigned for professional
reading such a book as The Spell of Norway, by Monroe, or What
Civilization Owes Italy, by Walsh, or Jewish Contributions to
Civilization, by Jacob. To these might well be added the biogra-
phies of such distinguished Americans as Theodore Roosevelt and
Jacob A. Riis. Thus prepared, the resourceful teacher may capital-
ize the presence of thesé newer Americans in her class for the pur-
pose of giving the older Americans much-needed instruction in the
culture of the Old World and a glimpse of the indebtedness that
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we can never repay. She has it within her power to transform the
attitude of the class from one of mere tolerance to one of genuine
interest and appreciation.

The foregoing suggestions mention but a few of the supervisory
aids that may be of service to our teachers in helping these non-
English-speaking children. In my opinion the outstanding need
at present is a clearer perception of the problem by all teachers of
such children. With this accomplished we may be assured of
developing effective means of solving it.



V. Contributions of State Departments of
Public Instruction to the Education of
Mentally Handicapped Children in Rural
Communities

MAUD KEATOR
DIrector Special Education and Standards, State Department of Education, Conn4.)ctiout

The 1iies of inquiry followed in this paper relate to the situation
that exists in the country at large, the condition in the States repre-
sented in the northeastern supervisory conference group, and the
methods proposed to meeet the situation in the State with which the
writer is at present most familiar, namely, Qpnuecticut.

Use nude 'of a questionnaire formIn the preparation of this
paper the writer sent the following questionnaire to the chief State
educational officers in the 48 States:

1. What are the provisions of the compulsory attondance law of your Stateas to
(a) The age at which fa child may or must enter school?
(b) What grade must a child complete beforê he leaves school?
(c) What age must a child attain before he leaves school?
2. Has an enumeration of the mentally defective children in the rural com-

munities of your State been made as to
(a) The number attending public school.
How many are there?
(b) The number being cared for in their homes.
How many are there?
(o) The number-being cared for in institutions.
How many are there?
(d) What means were used for securing this information?
3. (a) What facilities does your State provide for the individual examina-

tion by well-qualified persons of children giving evidence of mental defect?
(b) What are the qualifications of the persons making examinations?

4. (a) Has your State any legislative or other provisions for 'meeting the
special educational needs of mentally detective children? (b) If so, what
provisions have been made?

Résponses were received from 38 States; in some instances replies
took the form of letters or copies (incomplete in some cases) of the
school laws of the State. Although such replies did not provide all
the information requested an effort has been made to organize and
summarize the facts included in the replies reeeived. The facts are

51
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accepted at their face value. no effort having been made to verify
them.

Provisions of the compulsory attendahce law.The first question
was included as providing a necessary background for proper eval-
uation of replies to the other questions. The minimum mental age
tlecessary for successful first-grade work has been fairly successfully
established, as revealed in the following quotation from Terman, The
Intelligence of School Children, page 47. A. similar discussion will
be found in Dickson, Mental Tests and the Classroom Teacher,
Chapter IV. The quotation follows:

From such data as the above collected from all his 1,000 cases, Dickson
concludes that below.a mental age of (1 years the child is not il1y ready for
the first grade, and that below Se mental age Of 51.2 years the chances that
really satisfactory first-grade work will be done are practically negligible.
We are beginning to see why a fourth of the pupils in the first grade fail of
promotion, for Dick?-:on fin& that 3s per cent are below the mental age of (3
years and 27 per cent are below

Hence the importance of the permissive and compulsory age of
admission to school which almost always means admission to first
grade. In most State, both of these ages are recognized, but in
every case a Child having entered school becomes subject to the pro-
visions of compulsory attendance laws regardless of whether or not
he entered at the minimum or maximum age indicated in the law.

In four States in which children must enter school at 7 years of
age and in three States in which they must enter at F. they are per-
mitted to enter school under 6 years of age. These seven States
include three in the Nor.theastern groupConnecticut, Maine, and
Ver'mont.% Five States report that children may enter at 5; Ver-
mont reports and Connecticut 5 or G as the -permissive age of
entrance. Probably to this list should be added New Hampshire .

where the minimum entrance age is left to local option, the man-
datory age being S. Somewhat similarly in Connecticut local com-
munities may lower the 6-y(vár age indkged by statute to 5 years.
Hence it appears that in the country at large, seven and possibly
eight States, are permitting children to begin school at an age which
insures failure in the firq year of school life. The far-reaching
damaging results of such lessons in failure can scarcely be over-
stated. Of these eight States, five are in the group included in
this conference.

It, should be clearly understood that this is not a protest agaiiist
enrolling children at the age of 5, 4, 3, or even 2 years, provided
suitable activities . be provided for them. It is an emphatic plea
that the school cease to subject children to situations in which they
are sure to fail, a low chronological entrance &ge being one of the
most prolific sources of such failure. In this connection another
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much-needed reforin is the statutory definition of what is meant by
5 years, 6 years, and the like. In one State 5 years is variouslyinterpreted to mean all the way from " 5 by the ist of December
following the Septembei that the child enters school," to past thesixth birthday."

Another important consideration isthe grade from which, or theage at which, children are permitted to leave school. One State,North Carolina, requires the cornpletiow of fourth grade only;Arizona, Kentucky, and New Jersey, the completion of fifth grade;Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Mexico, New York. and Pennsyhvapia, the completion of the sixth grade; Georgia. Ohio, and Texas,the conipletion of the seventh grade: and all others replying, the
completion of the ei'ghth grade.

On the age side, Arkansas, Georgia. Nevada. North Carolina,and Texas make no regulation beyond 14 years. Utah and Okla-honia hold children until they are IA unless the eighth grade is
completed sooner, but they mug in any event remain until they are
16. The majority of States appear to retain children'until they are16, while a considerable number use the 14 to 16-year range.At first glance this pushing up of the age and grade of leavirig
zippears to be a highly commendable procedure. But here again theproblem of the mentally eetarded child dbtru&s itself. Probablyhe is the most seriously penalized, if indeed SQ disparaging a term
may be used in connection .ith so laudable rrintention as the effort
to provide all childreil with ad e amount of school experi-
ence. Possibly the State is more obligated to provide more ad-
equately for a varied population for a relatively limited time than tomake mediocre provision for a more extended period.

These preliminary considerations raise three questions: (1) Isyour State admitting children to first grade at an unjustifiably yourTg
age? (2) Is it retaining at least some of them for an unprofitablylong period? (3) What measures are being taken to make sure that
each child is spending his entire time in a profitable manner?

Enumeration of mental defectives iv rural communities.Five
StatesConnecticut, Idaho, Maine, Massachusetts, and Wyomingreply in whole or in part to question 2. The situation in Connect-icut is discussed elsewhere in this paper. Information included inreplies from Maine, Idaho, Massachusetts, and Wyoming follows:In the towns and cities of Maine the State cooperates financially
with those which will segregate the subnormal children, and give
them differential courses. The best illustrations of this type of work
are found in Augusta, Brunswick, and Bath,

Idaho has 347 mentally defective children attending public schools,
Massachusetts, 6,285; Wyoming. 618. In Idaho. 179 suet' children

"
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are cared for in their homes. In Idaho, 454; in Massachusetts, 3,856;
and in Wyoming, 179 mentally defective children are cared for in
institutions. The annual school census was used in Idaho and State
records in Massachusetts for- securing the above information. The
incomplete nature of the foregoing returns provides slight basis
a definite statement. It seems safe to assume, however, that the pro-
portion of mentally retarded in rural communities will not vary
greatly from the number in the population in.general. Hence one
may expect about 2 per cent to be feeble-minded, about 3 per cent to
fall below 76 1. Q., and about 10 per cent to be below 85 I. 4. All
of these and even more will encounter some dOculty in doing the
work outlined in the usual curriculum.

Individual mental examinations.Eleven States make some provi-
sion for individual mental examinations through specialists em-
ployed by such agencies as State boards of education, State clinics,
State welfare departments, and Stnto schools for the feeble-mindei.
Among these States are Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, arid Rhode Island.

Seven States furnish inforniation concerninothe qualifications of
persons makitrg mental examinations. The terms generally used are
psychologist, psychiatrist, or specialist.

It would appear that. some of the States making provision for
mental-testing service have not formulated the necessary qualifica-
tions of the persons undertaking the task of mental testing. The
person who undertakes niental examinations of school children
should be thoroughly conversant with elementary school procedure
to the end that intelligent, workable recommendations may be made.
Too often the examiner is content with a rathei superficial acquaint-
ance with the technique of the examination accompanied by little
knowledge of children, and none of schools. While there may be a
field for examiners of this type, that field most assuredly is not the
public school.

Prori8ions for meeting tge specid educational weds of mentally
defective children.Replies to the fourth question :

Conneeticut.Legal creation of division of special education and standards irt
the State board of education.

Delaware.Provision of tile colony and educational activities. These are
dependent upon superintendent and board of trustees.

Maine.We have a school for feeble-minded at West Pownal, but it does
not seem to be large enough to take care of all the children who should be
sent there.

I Miss Keator evidently did not intend to include in the list of States making provislons
for the education of mentally defective children the name of any State providing only for
their institutional care. In two cases the wording of the reply apparently Indicate ¡that
this limitation was not kept In mind by those responding to the westion.
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MameltuseitcSpecial classes for children three or more years mentallyretarded.
MiR8issippi. Colony for feeble-minded.
New Jersey. " In each school district in this State in which there are 10or more children three or more years below normal the board of educationthereof shall establish a special class or classes for their instruction, noclass, however, to contain more than 15 children.
New York.Special classes are required for backward children with notmore than 15 in each.
Ohio.Yes. Establishment of bureau of special education for the traiping

o.of teachers.
Pcnnxillrania.--Yes. Mandatory legislation. section 1413 school code.Teacher qualifications. Tentative standards for approval of orthogenicclasses for special appropriations. Special appropriati(ms for districts main-taining approved classes.
Wyoming.Yes. Duty of State board of education to provide education,training. and wlwe necessary. support for children who are defective inmental development.

b.

The ituation in Colineetimit.In Connecticut the law providingfor the care of educationally exceptional children is a permissive andnot a mandatory one, except for the clause which obliges local boardsof education to provide a special class upon petition, such petitionbeing approyed by the State board of education, -of the parents of10 educationally exceptional children. The right. has been exercisedbut once since the division was created in 1921. Because of thenature of the law, supervision work is also permissive except inthose child-caring instititions receiving moneys from the Statetreasury. This limitation, however, has not proved a handicap sinceat no time has the staff provided by legislative appropriation beenable to keep pace with the demands made upon it.- The State hadin September, 1927, on the written stateinent,of local school officials,provisions for various types of educationally exceptional children,including the type.. with -Which the pirdent discussion is especiallyconcerned. Last September, there were: in Connecticut 92 classes forsubnormal children and 81 classes for those designated a's backward.In some, perhaps in many instances, the differentiation is an arti-.ficial rather than a real one, prompted in part by theurehictitnee oftoed' authorities to designate children as belonging to the formergroup and occasionally in part b3 the fact that special certificationrequirements have been set up for teachers of the former groap.The great majority of cl.asses are located in the cities, in fact, nearlyone-half of them are to be found in the cities of New Haven andBridgeport.. It is Worthy of note, however, that one special classis located in a consolic4ted 14-room building. Beginning in Sep-tember, there will be a special class for subnormal children in atown having a 6-room elementary consolidated school. The chance.sare large that for some time this will be the smallest town to make
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such,a boast. Even this leaves the truly rural school still unpro-
videkfór. Our attempts to meet their needs have been more truly

efforts than realized facts. Through the organization of school

'clinics hMd in various sections at stated times, a testing service
has been extended to the rural communities. Children are brought
in by th4 superintendent, school nurse, attendance agent, parent, or
sociiil worker, as the case may be. Employment. 'cases are frequently
able to make the trip unaccompanied. Contrary to popular opinion.
there is nothing mystical about a mental examination, and it is. fol-
lowed by no miraculous, spontaneous correction of defects. Lihu the .

% visit to the doctor, the time spent. is practically wasted unles the

prescription recommended is patiently arld persistently foil melt

The doctor prescribes, the psychologist remunmentk. In either
results are secured through follow-up.

For obvious reasons, special classes can not be organized in .mall

ruraLschools. The specialeclass, however, is only one way of meet-

ing individual needs. In small population groups, the alternative
is the individual program. Such a program the division of special
education and standards is glad to subrQtt in writing provided the
teacher is willing to see .that it is adminialmed, and local school
boards are willing to máke slight expenditures for necessary mate-
rials. Both of these pr*visos present real but not itisurmountable
difdculties. As. a rule, it is possible to make the teacher see that
under the individual program plan, she is spending her energies in a

productive manner, whereas the policy of ignoring the situationot
permitting the mentally-handicapped child to driftusually result
in a train of discipline situations exhausting to the teacher and un-
productive to the child. Likewise school boards are frequently loath
to spend money on " frills." Sometimes their prejudices can be

overcome, sometimes individuals-, organizations, or parents can be

induced to contribute. The resourceful teacher who is anxious to
find a reitl solution is sure to discover a way.

One more difficulty remains, that is the lack of a sufficiently large
staff to provide the necessary follow-up. supervision. Where the
supervision is to be furnished by the State as in Connecticut, relief
is to be secured only through increased legislative appropriation
which in turn is secund:. through public interest and pressure.

Only a few States have so far provided State aid for special
classes; such aid is desirable though not absolutely essential. Recent
attempts to secure aid in Connecticut have had in mind the partici-
pation in such aid of the rural schools through the individual pro-
gram, as well as through the regularly organized special class, and
bills have been phrased so as to include this possibility. If aid is
granted, funds will automatically be provided for the purchase of
materials and for a slight additional compensation for the teacher.

ca..e.



TdAssuming diat a subnormal child is emotionally stable in makeup,
and mentally eoPo high grade for institution care, what is to be-tome
of him when he leaves school? The usual reply is that he wilt w9tic
on a farm. l'ossibly this is the correct reply. One wonders, how-
ever, if some of these*children could not be trained to be succeQsful
at other tasks provided sufficient specific training were given which
raises the further question of the possibility and desirability of
providing a similarly definite type of 'farm training for subuormals.
Mentally inferior children must be tought those things whichi the
more generously endowed acquire for themselves. This being the
case. it would appear to be the task of the school to make more
definite provision for the transition from school to industry.
Wherever possible,xiecework should be brought into the schoolroom
for children to do in the same manner that it is done in the factory.
Following this, the child should be released on whole or part time
under supervision to establish those habits of work which can be
acquired only on the job. This type of t?aining whether under-
taken in the schoolroom, or on the farm, or in the factory, can
safely be begun only after the pupil has attained the minimum age
at which he is legally permitted to go to work provided he has
completed a specified grade. One of Connecticut's cities has been
engaged in an experiment of this type for a year and a half. Many
unforeseen difficulties have developed, but on the whole it semis to
be a worth-while undertaking. So far as the writer knows; no simi-
lar .experiments have anywhere been undertaken for rufal-schóol
children, though numerous cities are working along vocational
supervision lines.

In Connecticut, State enumerations made periodically provide for
each school building the name, age in years and months, and,a brief
reniark concerning each child two or more years too old for his grade
according to the age-grade standards in use in that particular school.
This general survey should be followe41 by One utilNinx 1group tests
of both the intelligence and achievemènt types, which vfogram should
in turn be followed by individual examination of childien making per-
sistently lpw scores, or concerning whose performadce there is a con-
flict of opinions. Examinations can be conducted most efficiently and
economically at school 'clinics staffed by psychologists from tile State
board of edtication who furnish written recommendations concerning
each child examined. In a few cases the addhional services of a
psychiatrist are required. These are furnished by the State School
for Reble-Minded. Personal and family histories are also provided
through the social service department of the same institution to which
the case is referred in writing by the division of special education and
standards.

31035-29-v-5
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Thus faf no mention has been made of the child so low mentally
that he can never profit from academic instruction which means that
he has a mental age of about 5 years or less, and a minimum intelli-
gence quotient of 45 or 5.0. In general special classeF the East
register a far grulter nuniber of very low-grade eases t_lan do classes
in the West. Minnesota for example excludes all children with an

I. Q. below 50. The writer is of the opinion that there is a point
below which a child ceases, to be an educational probjem and becomes
a welfare one. In Connecticut through the wrttten permission of the
commissioner of educlktion. Low-grade children may be excused from
school attendance. At the same time the statutes distinctly provide
that no educationally exceptional child sh-all be deprived of school
privileges without such express permission. What provision shall
be made for excluded children Opens a field of discussion which can
scarcely be entered in this paper.

Summary. .In summary then, the basic considerations involved
in the education of the mentally subnormal child in the rural com-.

munity are not different from t lose which api to a more ur an
type of population. The special problems of th rural child arise
from the fact that special programs must be s stituted for special
classes, and that vocational training and supe ision are less easily
organized in very small groups than it' larger s



VI. Equalizing Educational OpportunitK. for
Exceptional Children in Rural Schools
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School Training of Subnormal Children in Rural
Districts

EDGAR A. DOLL
Director of Research, Traininy School at Vineland, N. J.

According to a national survey conducted by Dr. Thomas H.Haines for the National Committee for Mental' Hygiene, there were,in 1924, more than 900,000 mentally handicapped children in the
United States between the ages of 7 and 15 years whose public edu-
cation was being 'seriously neglected. These figures were based on asurvey which showed nearly 1,000,000 children who were mental
defectives or4 borderline inental defectives of grAmmar-school age.Only approximately 70,000 of these children were then being trainedin special' classes or in State training schools. More than 900,000
were presumably in sclidol receiving a type of education of no bene-fit to themselves or to society, as these children do not succeed underthe traditional type of school education; they clutter the regularclassroom, causing serioug teach* problems. And because they failto receive a type of education from which they can profit, they
become baavior problems, iruants, delinquents, and_ perhaps asadults, serious criminals.

AS'eriuutsviess of the problem) in rural se/rookIt is necessary to face
these facts as a serious Problem in public education, which is moreserious in rural districts than in cities because of the scattered popu-lation and because of the larger problems of scliool finance. Manymunicipal districts have made 'excellent headway in meeting theproblem of providing for the educational needs of subnormal child-ren and some States have provided State mental clinics and Statesupervisors of special education with marked success. It is time toconsider seriously the rural-school phases ot the problem.

Consolidation of schools in rural areas and modern transportationfacilities for rural-school children, overcome the most serious difficultyin dealing with subnormal children in rural-school systems, namely,
ow, 59
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the difficulty of orpinizing special clesses in sparsely settled districts.

Recent improvements in standards of teaching personnel increase the'

possibility of obtaining professionally qualified teachers for the rural

special classes. The inìrnediate need is for school supervisors to

recognize the serious handicaps which subnormal children pla'ce upon

the regular classroom teacher and the great ad antages to them as

well. as to normal children when they are segregate 'n tirécial classes.

After this segregation the curriculum must be adapted to their par- s

ticular needs.
Examinations, dagssification, and other essentia18.Before these

children can be educated on the basis of equal opportunity as corn-

'pared with normal children it is necessary to recognize and classify

them as suitable candidates for special education. This can some-

times be accomplished by medical inspectors familiar with the prob-

lems of mental dihficiency or by psychiatrists where these are avail-

able. In general, however, the mental examination of 'subnormal

children can be carried out most effectively and economically by

trained clinical psychologists or mental examiners skilled in the usé

of standard mental tests and appreciative of the educational diffi-

culties of subnormal children.
After such classification subnormal children can best receive the

benefits of public edutation in special classes where the curriculum

and the methods of teaching can be adapted to their needs. As far

as possible these classes should be homogeneous as to the mental

abilities of the children. The size of the classes will depend some-

what uporrthis homogeneity and usually ranges from 15 to 25 pupils,

with 20 as the customary maximum.
The examination and classification of such children:in rural dis-

triCts can best be provided through State or county mental clinics,

preferably Sfate clinics outside metropolitan districts. These special

classes. will usually also require State aid which sliould be provided

from State fuiiids in view of the fact that rural-school districts can

not otherwise iprovide them. On account of this State aid and for

purivses of standardization, State supervisor of special education

should also be provided to determine curricula, standards of achieve-

ment, and teacher qualifications. The Stite supervisor and the. State

clinic should, in conjunction with other school authorities, fix the

standards for admission and exclusion to these special classes on the

basis of educability under school conditións.
Xerds of 8uhnorma1 chiMren of varyiing meAtal levels. -"Abnormal

children are usually classified as idiots, imbeciles, and morons, ac-

cording to their level of intelligence or mental age. The idiot has a

merttitl age under 8 years and is so uteducable that he should not re .

ceive instruction in the public schoolB. He should be'committed to

-.?1111111:1-1 -
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a public institution where the type of training 'from which 'he can
profit can be offered under conditions of family life.

The imbecile has a mental age of from 3 to 7 years and is relatively
uneducable in public school. Imbecile with mental ages under 5
years can be trained to better advantage in public institutions than in
public schools. Imbeciles with mental ages over 5 years can receive
the kindergartea and first-grade level of academic instruction but
will profit much more from simple manual and indust-rial training.
Since most imbeciles ultimately 'become or should become institutional
cases, except where their homes can provide adeecitiate supervision, it is
a question whether the rural public schools should attempt to provide
special education for even the high-grade imbeciles when this training
can.be provided to better advantage in.State training schools.

The moron represents the .highest grade of mental deficiency and
has a mental age ranging from 8 to about. 12 years. Mórons are more
numerous than idiots and imbeciles and are educable under public-
school conditions if segregated.in special classes where they can re-
ceive a type of training suited to their needs. Many of them will
ultimately be institutional caes but can be cared for until adolescence
in the public schools. This reduces The cost of instittttional care for
those children who can be provided for up to 15 years of age in their
own homes if taught in special classes. Moreover, the well-trained
moron of stable personal:ay and industrious habits frequently manages
to get along reasonably well without institutional care. The unstable
moron will usually require custodial care as an adult.

In tizaching subnormal children in special classes academic work
should be redticed to not more than 30 per cent of the daily schedule.
The'rest of the school day should be devoted to ihe various manual
and industrial arts, with special attention paid to recreation and
physical exercises. The subject matteD,and time allotments will vary
according to the mental levels of,the children to be taught.

Conelmian.A background of experience covering 75 years of insti-
tutio4a1 training and 25 years of special class training in this country
shows the hopefulness of special training for subnormal children
as compared with the hopelessness of school training of the tradi-

,tional type for this group. It is alcumbent upon school sapervisors
to see that public education is not wasted upon children who can not
profit from it, and that subnormal ,children are not subjected to a
type of school discipline which frequently renders them antis'ocial
or, at best, does noti lift them out of their native social incompetence.
The schools carry't special responsibility in the case of subnormal
children because they are not gifted by native endpwrilent for iude-,
pendent adult existence' as successful citizens unless a training speci-
fically actapeed to what they can learn and will make' use of as
adults is provided.
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Essential Characteristics of the Type of Education
Best Adapted to Mental Defectives

META L. ANDERSON

Director, Department of Binet Schools, Newark, N. J.

The experiment of training feeble-minded children in public schools
is comparatively recent. It has all the advantages and disadvan-
tages of pioneer work: In the early days of the work with children
who could i'iot profit by instruction offered in elementary schools
it was often said that too much attention was paid the defective child
and too little paid the bright child. To this comment we insisted
upon adding a last word to the effect that no one was paying atten-
tion to tifie feeble-minded children because he liked them better or
bec4use he believed they were worth more than normal or bright
children, but that i;arents, probation officers, social workers, and
teachers were paying attention to the feeble-minded 'children because
they demanded attention and if they did not receive it they prevented
the various agencies from carrying on the work for whiéh they were
responsible. In other words, when these misfitithildren are not
properly pnivided for they not only get nothing themselves but
frequently hinder the progress of normal and bright children.

However, the attitude of school people has changed .markedly in
many instances since the early days of the work. In many cities they
no longer wait for us to make a plea for the privilege of training
defective children, but demand that we segregate and train all chil-
dren who have too low intelligence to profit by the traditional type
of education. We now find ourselveN in the embarrassing position
of not having anywhere near adequate facilities for training all the
children for whom special training is demanded.

Aims 01 the special-class department in Newark, N. J.I will de-
sCribe our experiment in. Newark where we are attempting to deter-
mine the essential characteristics of the type of education best
adapted to mental defectives, not because the job is finished (in fact,
it. has just begun), nor yet because it is outstandingly successful, but
simply because I know it better than any other. Formerly it was

*the task of the special-class department to segregate the feeble-
minded in special schools and classes and train them in su611 a way
that ,when they -were later sent to an institution they could in a
measure contribute to their own support. This task is still with us,
but a much greater one has been assigned to the special-class depart-
ment. It is that of training all children who, ,after proper exami-
nation, prbve to have intelligence quotients of 70 or less in such a viay
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and to such good purpose that they will be useful to the community
both industrially and socially.

Our probkm, then, is to teach these childien to know and to
behave, to give them the knowledge necessary for them to succeed
up to the limit of their mental ability and social level, and to train
them to social habits which will enable them to behave, perhaps not
merely up to the lima of their mental ability and social level, but
above both of these.

These objectivesteaching the children enrolled in the special
schools or classes tilt) knowledge of things necessary for them to know
about in order to succeed in life, and training them to habits of
behavior that will make them socially acceptableare certainly not
new. And yet to organize special schools and classes with an equip-
ment and a curriculum which make a realization of these objectives at
leaq approximately possible has been and still is an uphill job.

Essential knowledge and habits.One of our first tasks was to
determine what knowledge and whai habits were necessary. The
traditional type of school training has presumably failed to give
feeble-minded children the knowledge and habits suited to their needs,
or they would never have become the problem they are to-day. The
fact that these children have been forced to attempt to learn what
they could not learn has been a contributing factor to the delinquency
of which we have heard so much and which probably need never have
occurred had, we met the problem earlier in a more intelligent manner.

To plan a curriculum which will provide means of training feeble-
minded children to become successful members of the social and
industrial world into which they must go when they leave school,
with all that this implies in a competitive age, means that we must
introduce such subjects and activities as will provide a basis for
the training they will need; that we must be very critical of all that
Ive have done, all that we are doing, and of lathe we are planning
to do, in order that we may not continue to liEr things that are easy'
instead of doing things that are right.

The Newark curriculum.The curriculum here presented for your
critical consideration has been determined by the limitations of the
school plant itself, the abilities of the teachers, and our own mental
limitations. Better facilities for training feeble-minded children
will be forthcoming when school plants are better planned, when
teacher training 'catches up with our needs, and when leadership
can point the way with surer *vision. Because we lack parts of all
these is no reason why effort should cease; in fact it seems to be all
the more reason why we should increase our efforts and hasten, if
possible, this slow evolution from an inadequate education for feeble-
minded children to an adequate one.

e
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specialThe training ip the schools of Newark may be discussed
under the, following heads: Academic subjects, activities, industrial
values, social habits, and personal habits

Academic subjects consist of reading, writing, and arithmetic, oral
and writren language, correlated closely with the suboiects under

activities.
Activities consist of woodwork, industrial work, sewing, house-

holir science, electrical' work, motor and household mechanics, and
physical training. Tentative courses of study have been worked

Out and are now being used for the academic subjects and for the
activities. These couNes cover the grades from kindergarten to the

eighth grade, inclusive, for the activities, but not for the acadPmic
subjects. Very few children in the special schools ,have the ability
to go beyond the fourth grade in an:y academic subject.

hiihmtrial-values.We aim to develop regular attendance, punc-
tuality, ability to keep in harmony with school atmosphere, to re-
spond to directions without waste of time, to accomplish what the
teacher expects, and to persevere.

Social habits.We aim to develop ability to confess wrongs and

make amends, to tell the truth, to stand for fairnessItand be a good

loser, and to show respect for property anti people.
Personal habits.We aim to develop'cleanliness in habits of per-

son, dress, and speech; ability to provide one's.self with the neces-

sary materials and to keep them in order; ability to exercise self-

control in 'keeping one's temper, avoiding quarrels, and refraining
.from sulking; ability to practice thrift in the use of money, paper,
books, and materials.

Promotions and working papers issued in the special schools are

based on the ratings given in all of the units mentioned, and we

believe that the feeble-minded children attending the special schools

learn not in spite of us, but because of us.
Organization of the work at Newark.The present organization

provides for the establishment of special classes in the elementary

school buildings for children from 6 to 10 years of age, and for
, special schools in various sections of the city to which the children

\\over 10 years of age who hate been trained in the special classes in

the elementary 'schools, may be sent for advanced work. These spe-

cial schools,- are equipped to provide instruction in the activities, are

organized on the departmental dplan, and are evolving into prevoca-

tional centem.
If our very gradual progress continues we shall have a special class

or two in every elementary school in the city for the young children
who are feeble-minded or retarded; we shall have special schools to
which children trained in the special dame's will 1)e promoted when

,
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they become of the proper age. and we shall have trade classes or
schools to which children trained in the prevocational .schools will
be promoted before they are sent out into industry. Tbis organization

an accomplished fact now in a limited fashion. We'predict. with
little fear that. the future will prove us visionary, that in connection
with the special department there will be special classes to care for
the unstable children who do not, fit into the special-class system,
and that the special-Hass department will be an integral part of the
school system and accepted not/as a necesary evil but nsj necessary
.eood which Provides opportunitie for children who neeìYsuch train-
ing and enables a school system to meet, the needs of all children
ittendin!r school.

PiffievultieR exprrinced in the initiation of special classes.There
are many difficulties to be met and overcome before any special-class
organization can be operated with success. These difficulties relate
to (1) selection of children. (2) attitude of children selected, (3)
attitude- of parents toward segregation of their children in the
special class. (4) attitude of principals, teachers,' and other school
workers toward the special-class work.

(1) The ideal method of selecting children for a special class
would probably be to have a trained psychologist examine all young
children by means of group and individual intelligence tests, and
segregate those whose intelligence quotientA indicate the need in
graded special classes. It is doubtful if this method is followed 4ery
faithfully iri many places. It may be attempted, but investigation
discloses thatOt is seldom strictly adhered to. What usually hap-
pens is that eilher the school or school system is combed jor the low
and middle grvie imbeciles who are segregated in special classes; or
older incorrigiPe children of doubtful mentality are selected for the
special trainin4 If the imbeciles are selected for the special.class,
it, will Obviously be difficult 'to place in that class when vacancies
occur any chiid who is above the imbecile grade even if such child
he feebRijminded. If only incorrigible children are selected it will
be difficult to keep the class organized for feeble-minded children
because strong pressure will be brought to bear to send all types of
ingorrigible children, whether or not they are of low mentality, to
the INpeciai class. Under the above conditions the special class con-
sists of a group of children of any. age and of any mentality. To
avoid such a lamentable outcome it is absolutely necessary for some
one in authority to decide upon a constructive policy and to carry
it out. This policy will probablywdiffer in different communities.

(2) The attitude of the children toward a transfer to a special
class is one of the very pleasant things about the speciál-class work.

65
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This attituck is a happy one under favorable conditions and often a
happy one under unfavorable conditions. We- have many instances
where the pupils of low mentality were p4rsistent in their effort to
attend a special school even in opposition to their parents' wishes.

(3) The attitude of the parents toward the placement of their
child in a special class or school is very important. In their eager-
ness to have their child appear as bright as any other child, they
aften ruin his chances for success at anything, either by refusing to
allow the child to attend a special school adapted to his needs, or,
if allowing it, by keeping up a constant nagging which makes the
child feel tremendously inferior and thereby causes emotional con-
flicts which ,,complicate the situation.

(4) Me attitudes of the principtil and teacliers of a school syA.em
toward the special class determine to a vtry large extent the atti-
tude of the children assigned to the special class and the attitude of
the parents of those children. It is by far the most difficult phase
of public opinion to meet in connection with the establishment 6f a
special class. We 'have the attitudé that the special clips is some
sort of a disagreeable place to be used as a disciplinary device to
humiliate the children. Within the month a princlipal said to me,
" This boy is nearly 16 years old; for th short time he is to attend
school he ought to be placed in the special class for a punishment."
There is the attitude on the part" some teachers that they must

save " a child from the special class whereas the children are
selected for the special class because of retarded intelligence which
few teachers up to date have been able to increase through training.
We have the attitude that special-class training may be very good
for the lower classes " but of course not suitable for children be-
longing to higher social levels' even though they be of inferior id-
telligence. It does not take long for such an idea to spread by way
of the underground through the school or town.

If the special class is,to succeed in a given community, a correct
attitude on the part of the superintendent, principal, and teachers

lkinust be developed and maintained. It would be out of place to sug-r gest ways and means to develop and maintain this attitude. A
1' principal said to me recently, " This uncooperative attitude on the

part of the teachers makes too heavy a burden for the special-chits
department to carry." The teachers in his school are among the
worst offenders. They threaten the children in their classes with
transfer to the special classes and they talk slightingly of the spécial-
class children in the street cars and upon every occasion.

A psychiatrist told me not long ago that he was not recommending
that children who needed the special training be sent to the specia

b
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classes because of a wrong attitude on the part of the school workers.
In these and similar cases principals and teachers have, actually,
if not deliberately, deprived many children of their opportunity for
the kind of training which is their right and due.

C oncltaion.To determine the essential characteristics of the type
of education best adapteti to mental defectives we must study these
children psychologically, socially, and educationally, and act on the
knowledge gained to establish training centers where they may receive
the type of education best adapted to their needs. More than that,
when we have learned what to do and are ready to do it, we must
provide a situation in the school system and in the community which
will be favorable to the proposition that we teach these feeble-minded
children what they should be taught.

-r
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VII. Achievements and Plans of the North-
eastern Supervisory Conference

Summary and Commeilts

FANNIE W. DUNN
Associate Professor of Rural Education, Teachers College, Columbia University

It was fitting that this conference On supervision should begin with'
consideration of that which is supervision's most immediate aim. ef-
ficiency in teaching, and fortunate that efficiency in teaching should
be analyzed with such sympafhetic insight. " Efficiency " is a term
that too often sugge4s machinelike qualities in operation. Mr.
Snyder's recognition at the outset that there are immeasurable as
well as measurable characteristics of teaching; that the...former may
be the essential elements of the thing we seek to develop ; and that
both types of qualities may be acquired under helpful guidance, initi-
ated the conference on the kver of true supervision of a high type as
opposed to mere inspection or even training of teachers in service
along more or less mechanical and routine lines.

Doctor Moore's paper which followed, narrowing consideration to
the superior group of teachers, maintained the same high ideal of

x-dupervision. It was good to see from the study reported by Doctor
Moore how many lines of real help for superior teachers supervisors
are developing. That the superior teacher might be of help to the
supervisor bas for a long time been recognized. The question Doctor
Moore has attacked is the value to the superior teacher herself which
may come from the supervisor. Evidently superior teachers appre-
ciate the opportunity to demonstrate. This helps the other teachers,
but it also to some extent gives a recognition which the superior
teacher well deserves.

But these teachers parently want more from the supervisor than
this. They want promotion of professional growth, and they sug-
gest as A means to this end conferences with the supervisor after
visitation, suggestions of new methods and procédures, and oppor-
tunity to observe others ,doing similar work. It is quite evident that
these teachers do not feel that they have reached the point where
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they can not be helped. It is possibly the inexperienced normal-
school oaduate who has t6 feeling more than any one else unless
it be the untrained teacher of many years of unsupervised experience.

These superior teachers recognize not only the need of suggestions
from the supervisot but cooperation and help in sarting Rew pro-
cedures and in meeting difficult problems. They know very well that
by teamwork between themselves and their supervisors their efficiency
can be much increased. Miss Smith's delightful account of.her pri-
mary supervision is an excellent illustration of this cooperative work
between supervisors and teachers.

An interesting group of the superior teachers' suggestions indi-
cates a desire that professional dignity shall be held high. Their
request that the supervisors hold tip standards suggests to me that
they feel a strobg need for the increasing professionalization of the
function of rural-school teaching by eliminating substandard teach-
ers. A second suggestion making for increased professignalization
is their request that initiative be encouraged, and a third that the
teacher feel free to discuss her problems with the supervisor as a
coworker rather than an inspector.

It is significant that supervisors recognize most if not all of these
contributions which they can make to the superior teacher. It is
significant, too, that it is the suI;ervisors and not the teacher, who
suggest advancement of the teacher to a better position. Probably
supervisor and teacher would both agree that it is desirable to pro-
mote growth and advancement of a superior teacher. If this could
be achieved in the same or a closely related piece of work it might be
the best for all concerned, including the children. There is undoubt-
ed truth in the suggestion that, success in one type of work does not
necessarily assure like success iii another. Moreover, efficiency in
rural-school teaching is not an aim to work for if we can never de-
vise Ways of securing permanent or long-time service of qualified
t.eachers in their field. We need to seek means of making this fair
and attractive to teachers. The suggestions which Doctor Moore
has compiled from supervisors and teachers alike give many clues--
good living conditions; raising tjle community standards of educa-
tion so as to encourage and reward rather than oppose and penalize
progressive work by rural teachers; supplementing community stand-
ards f the value of good teachers with a system of educational financ-
ing which make possible equitable slat:try scales for rural teachers.
this is largely an administrative matterand elimination as fast as
possible of the substandard untrained teachers who lower the pres-,
tige of the work. Still other means may be devised to extend the
sphere of usefulness and at thit, same time to inceease the remunera-
tion of superior teachers in rural schools. The Maine helping-teacher

..
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plan is one such device. By this pjan, which gives advanced training
to superior teachers and sends them back to their own schools with a
State bonus in salary and with certain supervisory dy.tioto the teach-
ers about them, remuneration, increased prestige, 6-id inCreased pro-
fessional growth and usefulness are promoted in the same field where
the teacher has proved her value.

Knother important point brought out by both supervisors and
teachers is the desirability of a cooperative relationship in the solv-
ing of difficult problems. There are many educational problems
which will never be solved excepting through the able teacher as an
experimental agent. Cases in point. mentioned by these teachers are
the rural-school program and j)lans for grouping 'and alternating
spades and the development 'of individual instructional materials and
gethods.

An exoillent suggestion from this paper is the use of superior
teachers in rating supervisors. That the teachers themselves are
conscious of certain qualititg which -make a supervisor of value is
evident from several of their statements. A rating scale, coopera-
tively deNtoped by supervisor and teacher and ipplied perhaps with-
out demanding the teacher's signature, should be an invaluable help

.

supervisor
.

into a evaluating and improving his own work.
In the discussion of this very interesting paper one speaker said.

" Surely you would not spend as much time with your superior
teachers as with your weaker ones." Is this so sure? Not as much
time is needed to teach her to teach, of course, but perhaps more time
may profitably be spent with her to realize her potentialities for tle
educatiorial advancement of the whole supervisory area. We have
here a question of the best use of the supervisor's time. What re-
turns may he expected from that time applied to the infenor teacher?
What from its application to the superior? If in the latter case the
returns are multiplied by the extension of the teacher's developed
resources to her less able fellows the results may and indeed often
are more valuable to all the children including those in the poorest
schools. The leadership and example of a developed superior teacher
serve rural children in general as long as she can be kept in the rural
commi.mity. Trave you ever thought why we 'are satisfied with rural
schools of an 1850 model whereas all of ulf, rural and urban alike,
want a 1928 model automobile? Is it not beèause modern automobiles
are a common sight even in backward ommunities? But many
people live and die without the opportunity of seeing a single example
of modern rural-school tea c>ag.

Following' upon Doctor Moore's interesting study, Mr. West's
analysis of the distinction between the supervisor's service to the in-
experienced teacher, trained and untrained, served also to suggestI
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other distinctions that need making between the inexperienced and
the expertly trained teacher. It is clear that the supervisor has very
distinct functions with different types of teachers. Supervision is
training in service for those without training. It is extending the
application of and adjusting to now situations the training already
had in normal school forAthose whb are fresh in the field, and keeping
these young teachers alive and growing, preserving their visiong,
saving them from unnecessary discouragements; and as the preceding
paper has shown it is a still richer thing with the superior teacher,
for her it is practically a professiona-1 partnership on equal terms.
It may be well for us to think of the teacher-supervisor relationship
as progressively apprenticeship under a master, junior partnership
in a firm, and finally senior partnership.

Rural supervision until the present has been almost generally
concerned with the training of untrained teachers. With the nada
vancement in the certification respirements in many States to-day
rural supervision must now recognize the various types of teachers
and must analyze carefully and undertake research and ex )erimenta-
tion to determine the meihods of supervision best stiit d ch:
Note, for example, that a superior teacher expressed enjoyment in
having the supervisor take part in the recitation rather than sit still
and say nothing. Yet. the advice is often sfiiven to supervisors to
avoid interrupting the teacher in the recitation. This advice is
rased upon a .superior-inferior relationship between the supervisor
and the unskilled teacher, and apparently does not apply in an equal
pai'tnei relationship with the superior teacher.

Perhaps )ve need to plan carefully defined steps in technique, which
we expect to be gradually reached by teachers of different qualifi-
cations and on different levels of advancement ; perhaps it would
be better to conceive of the teacher's progress in terms of increased
understanding of principles and consequently indreased ability to do
creative work involving originality and initiative. Witatever may
be the nature which the teacher's growth takes may we not expect
that it will be valuable to the supervisor to have clearly in mind the
characteristics of its different levels. In other words, to conceive a
sort of graded progress in teaching.

Mr. West stated, "It is necessary for the supervisor to analyze
the teachers who are working with her and try to understand what
these teadiers need and how they can be helped." But all of this
need not riecessarily be performed individually and independently by
every supervisor. We may by research determine the chief character-
istics and needs of teachers in the Avarious stages and the most service-_

able means of helping each. What tfiis research might reveal would
become as essential a part of a supervisor's training as we now regard

e« :
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knowledge of child psychology at various ages of childhood and
acquaintance with the most suitable methods, for use with children
in succeviing stages of advancemPnt to be in the qualificatilms of the
trained teacher.

Another type of differentiated characteristics which the super-
visor must be prepared to serve includes the peculiar problems or

needs of the different levels of pupil advancement. As Miss Al ling-
ham has brought out, the most neglected level is that of the inter-
mediate grades. Yet she has suggestively indicated, even in this

DO-1111111'S\ land," certain to-be-expected teacher shortages
supervisors recognizing, may formulate plans for meeting. rier
statement that, " when the supervisor knows in advance the diag-
nosis of the teacher-case whom she is to visit, it is a fairly easy matter
to carry specific helps," of cotirse assumed that the supervisor knows
what specifics will help. Although we are as yet, because of past
neglect of the intermediate grades, far from adequately informed in
this field, yet there is no doubt that along certain general lines, any
efficient supervisor should be able to make a beginning of combating
the witstanding deficiency of the Nachers of this group which .11iss
Alliegham points out; i. e., the stl'ong conservatism, Probably the
result of a policy fairly generally pursued in the past, of dumping in
these grades most of the distasteful, routine, o lianical items of
education which were neither discarded nor re ized to meet pro- f,

gressive ideals of educational procedure.
Mr. Clifton I well emphasized the need of expert knowledge on

the part of the supevvisor of the techniques of his work. The tech-
»iques most appropriate to the intermediate grades are in the main
yet to be discovered or developedanother line along which coop-
erative research between superior teachers and supervisors might
well be carried on.

ThAles6are1i suggested Mr. West to discover tha varied needs
cbaracteristic of teachers of different levels of ability, extended also
to different types of school 'situations or grade levels, should still
further promote the end which Mr. Clifton desires. That super-
visory courses do not offer supervisors definite help can be accounted
for by the fact that we have as yet not gone far enough in our analy-
sis of the types of teachers' n'eeds to be met by the supervisor And the
ways and means of meeting them.

Even when we have done this, however, the problem, which the
afternoon program stressed, of the administrative organization of the
work of the supervisor is a pressing one. Granted that classroom
supervision is the chief aim, how may the supervisOr distribute his

iDoctor Dunn here refers to .1. 1/. Clifton, director of education, Ohio, who discugHN1'
the prinApal as supervisor.
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time so as to make the best use of all of it d?.'' '411010p.ervision of small
schools much of the supervisor's time is at present consumed in
travel. With the assembling of more teachers in one school to what
extent can 'we reduce theip1'op014i011 of time spent in reaching the
school to the time spent in ?t1pe1'vi54i11g it ? Can we eliminate travel
time altogether? If it._ were Possible for the Principal to supervise
the school this could be aone, but i it economical for the principal to
give all his time to supervising? li he has to be part-time teacher
and in addition responsible for both the administrative and super-
visory direction of his school, may we reasonably expect ttiat he will
be adequately efficient rn all three of these functions?

Perhaps the question is not neces.arily, Shall we have supervision
by the principal Or supervision by a trayeling supervisor? but ratiterv
To What extent can the principal siipervise? it limy be ihat we shall
always in such small schools as rural schools are likely to be, need a
traveling supervisor, though this supervisor will have chargeif only
a part of the total supervisory activities of the school.

It seems to me that there are two types of expertnes in supervision :

The One is expertness in the applicati 011 of general principles of
education in Order to realize certain general ends of education, such.
for example, as the development of pupil initiative 'of cooperation
and other soeial qualities, of judgment of values, and so on. The other
is expertness with a multitude of specific techniques to realize specific
ends. The supervisor in order to help the teacher teach, for example,
beginning reading, nature studi', music, creative.. work of various
types, tile conduct of various types of recitation, the most economival
procedures which educational research has discovered in the teaching
of the three lt's, needs to know and to be able to evaluate by the
application of sound principles a great mass of detail. and needs. also,
to he skillful in the actua.l'use of these techniques in teaching children
of various ages. This latter kind of expertness, fill.. more than the
former, necessitates teaching expeLience in the field supervised. Miss
Reynolds stated,' for example*, that she did not think it, possible a(le-:
quakily to supervise first grade if one had neVer taught. first grade.
And this same idea was reiterated by several of the stinkers who
called attention to the need of teaching experience in ari the grades
supervised for the efficient practice of supervision. Now frtnn
practical standpoint I doubt ery much whether the principal can
ever get this, experience, and as well the other qualifications which
he needs. Yet, I believe, that the principal can become expert in the
first type of supervisory activity; that is, the application of general
p'rincipies to the realization of general ends Is* there, perhaps, a
desirable possibility of combining the two agentsthe principal to
be expert in ihe first type of work md ehe supervisor particularly in
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the second type. If it is true that women will make the best super-
visors of this secohd type, it is because of their past experience. As
long.a's the element ary grades are almost altogether taught by wonwn

we can not hope to) develop in many men the ability ;do this seeond
and essential.type,of supervisory work.

In outstanding charactristic of the papers presented at the confer-

ence and the conclusions fo which they point is the general recognition

of the need for research in the field of rural-school supervision.

Superintendent Kraybill's paper was a helpful illustration of me of

the many superv,isory problems requiring re'search and a hopeful be-
ginning on the research needed. It was interesting tdso ns in illus-
tration of the difference and tbe occasional conflict between super-

visory and administrative phases of sdool direction.. To the admin-,

istrator the eighth-grade eiamination i's a !Hearts to pri)mote certain

A

for
( eslre( eIl(1s. i iiese s are i t avora e con( awns
teachin<Y in t e high schook proelloinjr the high school against un-

prepared pup s and thereby.. Protect in,(fr -the highLschool children
a(rainst so t heterogeneity as to deereae the teacher's efficiency:

mid (2) adjustin!r each child to the place where he can best de-

velop. The supervisor, on the other hand. is especially concerned in

prevent the dantrer that eighth-grade tests will. kill the best thing
that she and her superi(n. teachers can do.- There is another super-

visors- phase: It is necessary to hold high standards of elementary

e(fucat ion befor(ì rural people. teachers. and parents. Tests of some

kind (lo help to (.* this. Standard tests do it more satisfactorily be-
calise they provide for comparability between different schools 'and

commumt
Bot,li the paper and the discussion brought Out very clearly the

.complex nature of the question under consideration. A highly im-

portant point made in the (licussion was the relationship Of the higfi-

school curriculum to t)le whole question. For the best good of the

children concerned there k little value in Promoting a child ,who has

not been th.orQughly drilled to a high school wch values above' all

else a high degree of effRiieiwy in the skills. Interpretation of the re-

search results and -constructive ilwasures to meet, Condit ions discovered

must deq with three tliingst (1) Elementary-school curriculum and

teaching efficiency 'in the light of the tests and high-school success;

(2) high-school curriculum and teaching efficiency in the light of the

tesis apd elementary provision; (3) the tests considered as ,aids in

making the adjustmept, between the elementary and the secondary

school.
. The essenti I aim in the whole program. is the steady prooess of

school childre tifitch at his owkiwk fate and uilder the conditions
-I .0. .

and
1

. wst favorable to 'lilt), from grade to grade from tme type of

school to another, The tests or,exuminations are to be regarded as

Y
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on;1 and only one means to this end, and to rise or fall according as
they -contribute to the goixl of all the child'ren. If they become mere
eliminative agencies cutting certain children off from opportunity for
further education they Nviil be distinctly bad. The suggestion that
the high-school curriculum lie carefully scrutinized and supervised in
relation to the results of a testing progranl of .outstanding
importance.

Further inN'estfgation i s indi'cated to discover which types of tests
iwst, serve as a means to desirable adjustment of iivlividnal pupils.
The fact, brought out by the discussion. thm state-wide experi-
menHtion with ValsioW types of eighth-grade te-ts is being carried
on New Jersey and elsewhere is highly gratifying.

Some of the tmost difficult phases of adjuslment to individual
pupil.. in rural ..chook. were attackeQiin the program oi Tuesday
afternoon---Lthe problems of the subnormal and of children who enter
school with little Or no knywledge of English.

It is well to recognize litre in passing ,that adiu.stment to superior
pupils, although not included in the program topic, is a subjeit
of outstanding importance. This conferenye ha*s already considered
the .desirahility of realizing upon the Potentialities of the. superioi
teacher. Similarly importafit, it is generally affr(ed to-day,,,,is the
best possif)le development of the capacities of dour superior and
highly superior children. How this is to be done under the school
conditions necessarily characteristic of sparsely settle!l communities
is qu'ite as inoblematic as any Of the other matters which have been
di-cusAed here. The topic is worthy Of. a place in our attention
coordinate With any of those,which have been presented during this
conference. With this statement we may dismiss the matter of the
supeiior child and turn our consideration to the valuable discussions
of the handicapped types of children.

There is general unanimity with a few strildng disagreements in
'the discussions of Doctor Doll, Doctor Anderson. Air. Jorie.s, and
Miss Keaton AlLof them refQr to the unfortunate 'attitude toward
sdiool and sometimes toward society which is engendered Hi handi-
capped children by the existing type of school provisibn. Says
Mr. Jones, of the child who can not speak English:

A handicap of this type at the very outset of a child's school life, brinilla
with it a sort of ostracism and an unjwititiable consciousness of failure, is
likely to create in Wu certain initial affitudes toward school and toward
life that will he difficult to eradicate in later years. .

Says Miss Keator., of the mentally handicaluTed:
,* During this year of failure (the first grade), which is tIke. first lesson that

the school teaches, unfortunate attitudes are acquired and bad habits of work
are formed which doubtless persist for y rs.

1
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And of this latter class of children Doctor Doll.adds:
Because they fail to receive a type of education from which they call profit

they become behavior problems, truants, delinquents, and perhaps, as adults,
serious criminals.

To remedy the evil which they all recognize. .-Nlr. Jones and lkliss
Keator suggest Opp0.,%ing means. :14.inoag other measures for the
sake of the child without a knovledge ofy :nghsh,4 .11r. Jones would
*cure his adinision to school

i
as soon .as he law permits, probably

including in the school census children younr.er than ;`") years, whereas
:Miss Keator criticises the practice of admitting children to first
grade " before they are mentally capable of performing the tasks
required of them." However. in her next statement it becomes irear
that she is in entire accord with Mr. Jones. for. she sav7- :

It shlmld be understood that the above is not a protc:4 ag'ainst admitting
Children to school us furl?! as a suitable curriculum is pr(vided, but mentollf
immature children liould not) be subjei.R;(1 to first-yrode requirewcutx.

Mr. Jones thinks that " the i'.ural consolidated school that main-
tains a year of kindergarten training can he of i nifnense assistance"
to the group W i th iv limn his paper (leak. He also presents evidence
against the common assumption that non-Engli.h-speaking children
must in general pend at least one additional year in completing- the
elementary --chool curriculum, suggest ing that the retardation experi-
enced by these pupils need in many cases he o;Ily tempwary. Doctor
Doll, after the usual recommendation of homo!reneous gr-ouping for
the subnormal, says that it. isf futile to classify these children in special
(lasses unless the curriculum is thereupon modified.

All of these statements, together and separately, point to the need
of curriculum reorganization or adjustment in rural schools whicl
ha* one or the other of these groups of children among their* pupils
and why rural school does not? Miss 141or's and :111...Jones's dis-
cussions both emphasize the especial need of such re`organization ini
the work of the first-school year. Attention should be dirpcted to the

1 fact that, whereas whan schools are steadily progressing toward
inclusion of a kindergarten year`or years in their educational Pro-
gram, very few rufal schools, even rural °Consolidated schools, have
made such provision ;..and it is, mlfeover, doubtful if most of them

can. The minimum age of school eligibility, however, is in State
laws not differentiated for urhan and rural schools.. As a reult, a
law which benefits the urban child.by admitting him at an early age
to school provNione;uited to his abilities and nM1s, is deleterious to
a rural child who is admitted to school, but whose needs are not pro-
\iced for in that school's offerings or requirements. I should there-
fore answer Miss Keator's protest against.subjecting mentally imma-
ture children to fiest-gracte requirements by saying, "Change the
reciuirements.".

!II
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My Own judgment, based on a nuiriber of years of direct contact
with the two types of rural chiraren discussed by Miss Keator and
Mr. Jones, is that. early entrance is desirable, and that for the best
interests of normal Auld subnormal, native and foreign alike, our
rural first-grade curriculum should be drastically changed to include
a wide range of activities, physical, social, constructive, and creative,
much conversation and free play, and a greatly reduced maximum
expectation with perhaps no minimum requirement in the formal
school subjects; that the rural elementary curriculum should be
organized in three 3-year periods or stages, any one of N-1-1ich (or in
extreme eases, each of which) might be completed in two years by a
capable child: and that the present, (reneral s-year elementary-school
period should, as a result, become a C) to 9 year period altogether,
according to the initial ability and the varying rates of development
of differenit

The curriculum reorganization which I contemplate in the fore-
going would adjust also to the needs of the other child for whom
Miss Keator concerned, the child of inferfor mentality kept ill
school by flit requirements of compulsory education, with, howe:er,
at present, " little or no attention being g:iven to whether the child
is profitablv,employed -while he remains in school." The same type
of educl jition I have advocated for the first grade, providing richly
for activities of a motor and social natre, as well as abstract or
verbal learning, should characterize the rural school at ali levels.

I have been interested. in comparing my Own idea of a desirable
curriculum for rural-school children in gene91, as I have sketched it
above, with the very helpful suggestions rnatble by Doctor Anderson
and Doctor -Doll for a curriculum suited to:the subnormal child, to
find far more likeness than difference between them. The 6'pes of
activity which they recommend for the subnormalphysical train-
ing. plays, games, dramatics, Story-tellin Itature study, and indus-
trial arts, are all major components of the work of. our best pro-
gressive schools for normal children to-day, an1.1- the recommenda:
tion of reduction of academic wqrk to about 30 per cent of the school
day goes hardly, if any further, than the modern practice of such
schooN, in the primary and intevnediate grades at least.. In other
words, if we should make our rural schools better schools for normal
children, according to the more advanced standards.to-day, we should
go a long way toward providing the type of education which the

',backward childvh need.
One of the most hopeful facts brought out during this conference

is the increasing recognition, on the part of those responsible for
teaeher tiaining, that it is essential to piesepare prospective rutal
teachers fok the specific conditions which they will meet in-fhe rural
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ACHIEVEMENTS AND PLANS 79

The whole program of this conference has been an unsually valu-
able one; due to the insight into the total rural supervisory field
which underlies its organization. and to the fine constructive work,
which as the various Papers revealed. is being (lone along almost
every problem set forth. Especially encouraging is the evidence
,ii(mn of the increasing use and recognition Of research as an essen-
tial means to further progress.

What Studies Should the Northeastern Supervisory Group
Undertake

II. E. 11 1.1.1.
..upt t ilduit Nchoois, Wood Craintii. Ohio

% 7

.k conunittee composed of II. E. superintendent of schools,
Wood County, Bowling Green. Ohio, committee chairman; Edith L.
Van -Svckle, rural-school supervisor, Salem County, N. .1.; Helen
Hay Ilea assistant, rtull-education -bureau, State department of

,education. Albanv. Y.; Maud Keator, director special education
and standards. State department of education, Hartford, Conn.;

lvde T. Saylor, superintendent of sclio4)1s, Chester County, \Vest
Chester, Pa., was appointed in advance of the conference to consider
what. if any. projects should he undertaken by the conference in

The committee in reportin,Y expressed the belief that more efficient
research service is tile greatest need in rural e(hicati(m. Available
research studies concerned with city schools have'been suggestive and
helpful in solving many problems in rural-school work. Rural
(.110ols, however, with inadequate facilities, varying types of school

organization, unsatisfactory conNes of study, limited supervisory
service, and often short SlIOOl terms, should be subjects of :pecia4,l
research investigation by competent research organizations without
further delay.

In line with the above the following resolution was offered as'
embodying the conclusions and recommen(haions of the committee
and ,IllIal1111101Isly adopted by the conference

"It is the consensus of opin¡on of this conference that there is
urgent need for an adequate program of research in the field of
rural education. The conference therefore urges upon the Bureau
of Education the de'sirability of extensive stuclies in this field, espe-
cially of pmblems of immediate concern to the group of States
represented in the conference. It, desires to pledge its support to
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anAmeasures adapted to secure adequate financial resources for such
studies t6 bQ made by the Federal Bureau of' Education, or by de-
partments of research in universities, colleges, and other similar
aencies. Among the immediately pressing problems which. are
recommended for study. if possible within the next yeat., are:

(1) To ascertain wasteful practices in rural supervision and -to

determine by what means efficient supervision through a small stall
may be provided in county or other local district.-:.

(2) To determine an appropriate type of education for children
who have reached the legal age for admission to school but are
unable to do first:grade work succes-fully.

(3) To 11,cert9iii the feaibilitv of increasing the super\ isory
serice rendered I v State departments of education in States which
do not providi faeilities for efficient ,itpervision in county Or other
local districts.

(4) rr( I determine Nhich supervisory tvehniques are most effective
in a)State program of supervision from the standpoint Of the chief
State educational officer and his cooperating fiel(1 a7ents.

0) To determine an effective groupin!r of grlides and ei n 0 ir

tion of subject-mattvr fields for 1-room rural schools.
(6) To determine approjwiate procedures in training the rural-

school principal to supervise elementary instruction and to Cooperate
with lind use superintendent or supervisor."
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